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CHAPTER !.-Lively Times on the River.
"Look out, Dick! Here they come!"
"Yes, I hear them. To the canoe, Bob."
Two boys were hunJ7ing through the woods
toward a river. After them came running a
party of Indians. The river was the Mohawk,
and the Indians beloruged to various tribes. The
boys wore the Continenta l uniform, and were
the captain and first lieutenant of a band of
young patriots fighting for independen ce, and
known as the Li!berty Boys. The boys were in
western New York, and were stationed at Fort
Schuyler, then besieged by Colonel St. Leger.
The army of the latter was a motley affair, consisting of British, regulars, Indians, Tories and
the rnfugees of Butler and Johnson. Dick Slater and Bob Estabrook, captain and first lieutenant, respectivel y, of the Liberty Boys, were
out trying to learn something of the enemy's intentions. All at once they heard a party of
Indians coming. They retreated, hoping to get
away without being seen. They were, however,
and the Indians set up a yell. Then the two
young patriots made a dash for the river bank.
They had secreted a canoe, in the manageme nt of
which they were experts. On came the redskins,
a dozen or fifteen of them, yelling like demons.
The two boys leaped into the canoe and pushed
out into the stream. Bullets and arrows came
flyin g after them. Some of them flew danger·
ously near, one bullet cutting off a button from
Bob's sleeve. Then Dick threw his rifle to his
shoulder. Without seeming to take aim, he fired.
Crack! There was a puff of smoke, a tongue of
tlaml!, and then a thud. There was an answering yell, and the nearest redskin threw up his
arms and plunged headlong into the river.
"Look out for that fellow, Dick!" said Bob
earnestly. "He may be shamming."
"No fear, Bob," shortly. "He won't come up
a gain."
He was right, for the redskin remained at the
bottom. The Indians now began running along
the bank, hoping to intercept the boys when they
landed. Dick reloaded the rifle and pistols, while
Bob paddled steadily. The boys were on the
Mohawk, near its head waters. Fort Schuyler
was something below them. The Indians could
get between them and the fort, but they ·could
not go beyond it. Dick and Bob could do t}\is,
and make their way through a swamp and into
the fort. They were in no wise alarmed, therefore, once they were on the river. The Indians
could not reach them there, without considerabl e

danger to themselves , and the fort was not ~err
far distant now. St. Leger, with his motler
army, had not as yet invested it, and parties stil
ventured from it into the woods and out upo1
the river. The redskins ran along the bank yelling and discharging their rifles, while the canCB
glided down stream.
"There are some of the Li:berty Boys, waitinr
for those," said Dick presently.
The canoe had made better progress than thJ
Indians, who were now and then delayed br
thickets.
"Where, Dick?" Bob asked.
"There, behind that fallen tree and the clum1
of bushes."
"Yes, I see them. There are Mark and Be:r.
and Sam and some others."
As the Indians came hunJ7ing on, half a dozeI
boys in uniform arose from behind a clump oo
bushes.
"Now, then, you red scamps, come on,- if yo t
dare!" cried a handsome boy, with two big pistols in his hands.
He was Mark Morrison, second lieutenant, om
of the bravest of the Liberty Boys, and thor.
oughly trusted by Dick.
"Yis, come on wid yez till we bate the headl
off ye!" ·cried a jolly-lookin g fellow, in a ricl
Irish brogue.
"Hello, there's Patsy Brann~gan, ready foc
them, as he calls it," laughed Bob.
The Indian did not heed the warning given b11
Mark. They rushed on, shooting arrows and discharging rifles.
"Let them have it, boys!" cried Mark.
At once the muskets rang out sharply. T wo of
the Indians fell dead, and others were badlr
hurt. They rushed on, however, expecting t1,
tomahawk and scalp the boys before they coul~
reload. They supposed that the daring boys hat
only their muskets. Here they erred, for eack
of the boys had three or four big pistols. Som~
had even more than this, and used them mo!t
effectively.
Crack-cra ck-crack- crack! They had not •
expected anything like this, and while the pistols were still cracking, they turned and fled i1.
great haste. The redskins fled without takin§
time to carry off their dead, and the Liberty
Bo ys~ave a rousing cheer. Dick and Bob presently came in to the bank, landed and concealef
their canoe, beirug joined by Mark and his party.
"We were out looking about,'' said Ma•:, "whea
we heard shots, and then the trami: of Indiara,,,
and resolved to give them a shot."
. I
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"We can su pply both. Wait here a minute and
"You made a plucky defense/' said Dick, "but
these fellows may bring others, so we had better I will see the colonel."
Dick then went to Colonel Gansevoort's quarhurry on to the fort."
The boys reloaded their muskets and pistols ters, stated the case, and asked:
"With your permission, Colonel, I will take a
as they went on, this being a duty which they
detachment of my Liberty Boys and fetch the
never neglected.
"They expected to cut us all to pieces after· woman."
"Do so, Captain, but be more cautious. You
that first volley," spoke up a jolly, lively-looking
have alreadv had trouble with the reds to-day,
boy named Ben SpuTlock.
"But we knew a game worth two of that," and they will be lying in wait for you."
"Perhaps not, Colonel. I think we can tell. I
added Sam Sanderson, Ben's chum.
"And cutting people to pieces is something will reconnoiter first."
Dick took a look at the woods from different
that two can play at," observed Harry Judson
points of the fort, but saw no signs of Indians.
quietly.
"And those fellows found it. out," laughed Then he exposed a figure at one point and an George Brewster. "I don't believe they will try other of the ramparts. There was no demonst ration made, as there wuold have been had there
it again in a hurry."
"They !llay be more cautious," Eaid Die~. "b,1t been redskins about. Then half a dozen of the
boys left the fort and were not molested. There
they are coming on, and we must make haste."
The boys went on rapidly now, and reached were certainly no Indians near the fort, whether there were any at a little di stance or not.
the fort in advance of the Indians.
While not sending out a large party, Dick would
send one strong enough to defend it self against
any ordinary body of Indians. The girl, who
was Charity Wayne, wanted to go
CHAPTER II.-A Strange Meeting in a Forest sajd her name
• with the Liberty Boys. Dick did n ot con sider it
The Indians hung around the .g ates of the fort altogether safe, al~l10ugh the girl had come un.
.
for a short time, being driven away by the shots - m~}ested to the fo1 t.
There ~ay .hav~ been ~ndi,~ns lurkmg abou t
of those within. Colonel Peter Gansevoort was
let you
they
and
.
said
at that time in command of Fort Schuyler. He at that ve1y time, he
knew the strength of the place and did not fear pas?, ,,s o that you would feel secure and go
.
.
being driven out, except after a long and weari- agam.
"I suppose there might have been," answered
some siege. The fort was well built having been
called Fort Stanwix by the Briti~h, who had Charity. "You know more abo.ut s ~ch ~hin~s
formerly occupied it during the war against the t~an_I ~.o. We have not always hved m tlus wild
Indians. Gansevoort knew that he could hold out district.
Di~k a sked her ~o giv~ him so:ne idea of the
for a long time, and encouraged his men to think
.
"
the same. The Liberty Boys had been fighting los:"t10n of th.e cabm, wluc.h .~he did..
~t 1s a
Yes, I thmk I kn.ow 1~, he s ~ 1d.
Indians in the Mohawk Valley, and joined the
garrison at Fort Schuyler when St. Leger began story a:nd a .half cabm, with a wmg to 1t, ai:d
to la y siege to it. When Dick and his party sta_nds m a httl~ hollow nea~· a· ?r,?ok. There is
entered after their brush with the Indians they qmte a pretty little fall behmd it.
"Yes, that is the place."
were heartily welcomed by the rest of the Liberty
"Then I will find it."
Boys. The greater part of the settlers in the
Dick took Bob, Ben Spurlock, Sam Sanderson,
neighborhood had come into the fort when the
Indians began to appear. There were a few who Harry Judson, who was a Mohawk VaUey boy,
had not done so, although warned repeatedly and six or seven others. The boys had horses,
that it was unsafe to remain outside. The cabins but it was easier to go on foot in the woods. The
of these people were in secluded places where it boys were provided with muskets and three or
was not supposed the Indians would find them. four pistols apiece, and had plenty of ammuniSome time after the retreat of the Indians a tion. They carried a litter, which could b~
young g-irl came riding up to the fort on an ox folded up compactly _:when not in use, and took
up little Toom. Dick went ahead, Bob following
and, bemg admitted, said:
"I have seen signs of Indians around our cabin a few paces behind with Ben and Sam, while
Harry and two or three followed at the interval
and I don't think it is safe."
"We don't think any of them are," replied Dick, of several paces. As the party went through
the woods it did not seem very b1g, but could be
who was near.
"Father says he can hold out against any num- brought ~ogether at . an instant's notice. '!'.hey
ber of Indians and mother is sick and can't be saw no signs of Indians, as they went rapidly
on, nor did they hear anything to alarm them.
·
moved now sd I came here."
Die~ knew the general direction in which the
"But if it is safe, why did you leave?"
"It is not, and I want some one to come and cabm lay, and had begun to descend a somewhat
.
st~~P slope when he hea~d a .deep gr~an.
take mother away. Then father will come."
Som~body or so:mething is hurt, he said to
"But you say your mother is too ill to be reBob, gomg on cautiously.
moved," said Dick.
In a moment the groan was repeated, but more
"Father says she is, but she is afraid to stay,
sharply. The boys hurried forward, and Dick
and wants to leave and come to the fort."
"Do you think yourself that she can be presently caught sight of an Indian lying on the
grouRd with one foot caught between a tree and
moved?;'
"Yes, if you had a litter and some one to carry a rock. At sight of the boys he reached for his
rifle, which had fallen on the ground fn front
it."
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"You want to drive us out of the fort?"
"H'm! kill, burn. Not white boy chief. Him
much good, him friend. How!"
He extended his hand and Dick took it, as did
Bob, and the other beys in turn.
War Cloud, Captain Slater, good
"Good!
friend; no hurt each other. Captain Slater good
medicine, foot no be sick bimeby."
Some of the boys then led War Cloud some little distance from the spot, where they left him
·
sitting on a stone.
"When Captain Slater go, make noise lik&
hawk, then chief ~ow."
.
"Very good," said the boys.
Dick and Bob had already made their way to
the cabin, where they found Charity's mother
and Wayne. The woman had a young baiby, twe>
or three months old, and neither she nor the
grunt.
child had had proper care, and were ill.
"Because you cannot help yourself."
"You must go to the fort and be cared for,
"Um!" with a grunt that showed this to be a
phase of human natu1·e quite unknown to him. ma'am," said Dick, in a tone of decision.
"Well, I guess she better had," said Wayne,
Ben and Sam raised the chief a little, while
Dick and Bob, throwing, their weight against the "but I ain't ergoin' ter go, fur no Injuns livin'.
Others, pullinlg I kin hold ther ca:bin agin any on 'em."
tree, released the tension.
"We have brought a litter," said Dick, "and
against the rock, all together, managed to move
it sufficiently to enable Ben, Sam and Harry Jud- can carry your wife in perfect comfort, and take.
son to draw the chief's foot out l'f the vise which her where she will have the care · she needs."
When the woman 11nd infant had been placed
ha.cl held it. He tried to stand on it, but would
have fallen had not the boys caught i1im. They on the litter and carried out of the house bl'
assisted him to sit on a moss-covered stone, and four of the boys, Dick said:
"There are Indians in the neighborhood now.
he extended the injured foot in front of him with
Your ca:bin has been marked, and tney mean to
a sigh of relief.
destroy it and kill you."
"White bqy much good!" he grunted.
"I ain't afeerd o' all the Injuns in ther Mohawk
Valley,'' returned the man dogigedly. "Ther cabin will stand agin 'em, an' I'm well purvided."
"You are acting very unwisely, sir, in not goCHAPTER !II.-Back to the Fort.
ing with us, and you will regret it, if you per.
The wounded Indian was a war chief of' the sist in it."
"Was one o' ther boys hurt, what yer wanted
Mohawks, in full paint and feathers.
"We will have to look at that foot of yours," the salves an' liniment fur?"
"No; there was a Mohawk chief who had
said Dick. "You can't walk on it at all, and you
caught his foot in such a manner that he could
may even lose it if it ,is not seen to."
He cut off the chief's moccasin, and directed not release it. The hurt was most painful."
"An' you helped an Injun ?" in the greatest as-one to get water, another to run to the house
for bandages and liniments, and sent others to tonishment.
"Yes; he could not help himself."
look for certain plants.
"Huh! I'd ha' let him alone, or shot him!•
"There are herbs which make excellent band·
ages,'' he said, "and will have. a most soothing angrily.
There was clearly no use in arguing with a
effect."
He bathed the chief's foot and ankle, which man as obstinate as that, and Dick left the
were already considerably swollen, with cool cabin. The boys with the litter had gone on
water, and then bound it in soft, thick leaves. slowly, and now Dick sent the others after them.
The boys returned with some liniment, a strip He himself went to the Mohawk chief and said:
"The m an is. going to stay in the cabin. Your
of cotton cloth, and some lard and coarse flour.
Dick made a paste, spread it thickl y ·on the in- braves must not hurt him."
"Him friend of Captain Slater?" asked War
jured ankle, bound the leaves over all, and then
Cloud.
bandaged it with the cloth.
"I do not want the cabin burned, nor the man
"Chief not old woman," grunted the Mohawk.
"No,'' said Dick, "but you might not use your., injured," Dick answered.
"Good! Me tell brave."
f oot for moons if you did not take care of it." ,_
"How does your foot feel now?"
"H'm! paleface boy chief heap good medic;ine.
"Heap more better, but sick. No can walk on
Foot not much sick like before."
"You let your medicine man look after it when um."
Dick. put on more liniment, boun~ up the ankle,
you get to camp, and it will be better still."
.
and said:
"What name white boy chief?"
"Now I am going to the fort. I will s~gnal
"I am Dick Slater, captain of the Liberty Boys.
This is my lieutenant, Bob Estabrook; and these YO); whe~, I ~et to the_ others."
Good! sai d the chief.
are some of the Liberty Boyl)."
Dick then hurried away, and. when he caught
Me
Me Mohawk.
" Me War Cloud, ch'ief.
up with the rest, gave the signal, as agreed .
tight 'Yith Brant, lon.g knives, Tory."
of him. The effort evidently caused him considerable pain, for a grunt escaped him, and his
face showed it.
"Have no fear," said Dick. "The white boy
chief never injures a helpless foe."
"Um!" grunted the Indian, whom Dick knew to
be a chief by his trappings. "Foot caught, hurt
much, no can get out."
"Let us see if we cannot help you. I see, you
lave sprained it badly in your fall. It must be
very painful."
"Ugh! Injun no papoose, can stand hurt, no
cry."
"Yes, but it is very painful for all that. Take
hold of him and support him, boys, while I look
after the tree."
"Why paleface boy no kill Injun ?" with a
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"Then you refuse to help me?" Charity said.
upon. Then they went on as rapidly as possible,
"I have refused to do nothing," said Dick,
and at length overtook the boys with the litter.
The y all went on at good speed after that, and ·smiling, "but I see little use in arguing with a
reach ed the fort without inci dent. The sick man who won't see. Do you want us to pick
woman was cared for at once, Charity g iving her him up bodily and bring him here? We could
do that, of course."
a great deal of attention.
"I think it would move him if you told him
"Wouldn't fathe r come?" she asked Dick.
that my mother was worrying herself sick over
"No ; he said he would stay."
"He always was obstinate," the girl said his absence."
"Then we will try him, if he does not come
shortly.
"Won't he want to be with your mother?" into the fort in an hour."
"Very good."
asked Dick.
At the end of an hour Wayne had not arrived.
"I don't know. I thought he might come with
Dick then called Bob, Ben, Harry, Sam and nine
you; but he's obstinate."
"Perhaps he will come when he finds himself or ten others and set out for Vlayne's cab in.
They went on foot, but they made rapid progall alone."
"Perhaps, but he always was obstinate," the ress, knowing the way now, and not having to
,guess it. They were at the top of the slope at
girl answered.
There seemed to be some mystery here, but the bottom of which the cabin was situated when
the girl said noth ing, and Dick asked no ques- Di ck said suddenly:
"Get behind trees, boys! There are Indians
tions.
about."
The boys at once obeyed. Hardly had they
done so when the twang of bowstrin irs was h eard.
CHAPTER IV.-The Attack on the Cabin.
Several anovrs struck the trees behind which
tomaThe Liberty Boys were all greatly interested the boys had placed themselves . Then
began tryfn the stor y of the meeting with the wounded hawks were hurled, and the redskins
behind the boys.
Indian. Those who had been in the adventure ing to work them selves around
"Fire a volley, boys," said Dick, "and then
told the iest, and the story soon got around.
Various opinions were expressed as to whether m ake a dash for the cabin."
The boys at once followed instruction s. Crack
the Mohawk would keep his word or not.
sharply,
"I think we can trust him," said Dick. "The -crack-cr ack! The muskets r ang out
. and a number of reds who had exposed themMohawks are a superior people."
out of
"J oseph Brant is a full-blooded Mohawk, and selves were hit. The others darted back
down the
we all know what a cruel, treacherous , blood- harm's way. Then the boys dashed
slope toward the cabin.
thirsty fellow he is," sputtered Bob.
"Hello, Wayne, open the door!" cried Bob.
"An educated savage," added Mark. "Perhaps
The settler quickly opened the door and adthis War Cloud, with less education, may be
mitted the boys.
more reliable."
"H'h ! so yer've come ter ther ole cabin fu r
"The man struck me as being reliable," depurtection, have yer ?" the man asked, with a
clared Ben Spurlock.
"Well, he spoke fairly enough," observed Harry half laugh, half sneer.
"Yes, for your protection," answered Bob quickJudson.
ly.
"But he is an Indian," put in Sam Sanderson.
"Your wife is fretting over your absence, a nd
"For all that the majority of Indians are cruel
asked us to come and tell you," replied
Charity
and
now
"you
Dick,
continued
,"
treacherous
and
then run across one who can be trusted and who Dick.
"H'm ! Mercy never was consid'rit." muttered
will prove a faithful friend, and I believe that
"She knows very well. I just can't go
Vayne.
'
such."
is
Cloud,
War
this chief,
"Well, I rely on your judgment, Dick," said ter her n ow."
"Well, no, not this minute," said Bob, looking
Bob, "and I won't say anything."
T here were no signs of Indians around the out at a loophole.
"Here they come, a dozen or twenty of them,"
fort during the rest of_ the day o;- ~ight, and added
Ben.
nothing was heard which would m d1cate that
"Yer Injun friend don't 'pear ter be keepin' his
there were any in the n eighborhoo d. No shots
word erbout not 'tackin' ther cabin," sneered
were heard near or far, and the cabin was near
enough for' them to have heard shots if it had Wayne.
"Th~se men are Ottawas, Senecas an d men
been attacked. Nothing was heard, however, and
was a Moit was the universal opinion that Wayne's cabin from the lakes," answered Dick. "He
was still unharmed. In the morning, soon after hawk."
,..or·r·y- '"Waal, I ,.,.,.uess givin' his word won 't make no
came to Dick and said =
breakfast, Charity
"My mother wants father here. She is ·v
difference when he takes er noti on ter 'tack ther
accord cab in. I wouldn't trust n one on 'em."
ing over his absence."
"There are more coming, Dick," said Bob.
"Perhaps he will come of his own
shortly."
"They've got blllzing fago t s. that the y are goill!&'
"Perhaps; but he is most obstinate."
pile against the cabin."
to
more
me,
for
come
would
he
think
you
"Do
"If we let them," dryly.
than for any one else ?" asked Dick curiol!'sly.
"Exactly."
"If you told him that mother was askmg for
Dick sent his party to different parts of the
him he might come."
to the rear.
"He has bean wa.i;ned of his danger and must cabin, some up in the loft and son;e
The cabin was very strongly built, as Wayne
know it."
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had said. It was built of some seasoned logs,
t he CTannies well caulked, and the doors and
- windows were of the stoutest timber. There were
numerous loopholes above and below, from which
the defenders could keep up a steady fire upon
t he enemy without exposing themselves.
"The cabin is all very well," said Dick, "and it
is well built, but one person could not protect it
against any considerable force."
The redskins now came dashing up, dragging
blazing fagots after them. These they attempted
to throw against the cabin,. but the boys within
opened fire upon them. Othe:rs came up, front
and rear, but the watchful boys were ready for
them. From all sides and from above they
poured a steady fire upon the Indians. As fast
as one boy fired he stepped back and gave his
place to another, while he reloaded. The effect
of such a fire was soon seen. The reds could not
stand up against it, and they speedily fell back.
Then, seeing that force would not avail, they
determined to try strategy. For a time nothing
was seen of them, and it appea~·ed as if they
must have given up the siege. Then Dick, looking through a porthole, said:
"Look at that clump of bushes on the slope,
Bob. What do you think?"
Bob gave a glance and answered:
"There are Indians behind it, and it has been
pushed forward."
"So I guessed.''
"If I was to send a shot or two through the
middle of it, I think there would be a scattering."
"Wait a little while, Bob," said Dick quietly.
The boys watched the bushes and saw them
move gradually forward. The Indians had the
bushes in fro nt of the house only, but the boys
watched both sides. At last the bushes began to
m ove forward so rapidly that there was no deception about it, and Dick said :
"Let them have a shot, Bob."
Bob took Ben's musket, put it through one of
t he looph oles, took a good aim at the n earest
bush, and fired. There was a loud report, a:ad
in a moment there came an answering yell, and
a half-n aked, painted and feathered Indian
fairly leaped· out of the bush and fell forward.

door held firm, being well built and stoutly
barred. The walls shook, but anything might
cause that, and more powerful rams would have
to be broUjght up before they would yield. The
boys kept up a deadly fire, and at last the attacking redskins were forced to drop the rams and
take to cover. The Indian s presently came rushing on again, all carrying blazing bushes, which
they meant to pile against the cabin. Then another figure appeared and began to call out in
sharp, authoritative tones.
"Jove! there is the Mohawk!" cried Bob.
It was War Cloud himself, all the boys at once
recognizing him. What he said was not intelligible, but its purport was clear. The r edskins
threw down the burning bushes and began to
retire. The Mohawk chief pointed to the cabin,
and then waves his hand imperiou sly at the Indians. They all fell back, seeming to consider
the Mohawk's word as law. Then the chief advanced toward the cabin, and Dick said to
Wayne:
"O.pen the door, I wish to speak to the chief."
"I won't do et!" snarled the settler. "Them
Injuns is all erlike, an' they're a pesky treacherous lot."
"This man can be trusted," was Dick's reply.
"Open the door."
"Won't do et! Who owns ther cabin, I'd like
ter know?"
"And who has defended it, answer me that?"
returned "Dick. "Open the door, boys."
Two or three of the boys pushed Wayne aside,
an d Harry and Ben opened the door. Then Dick
stepped out. The Mohawk chief, limping a little,
came forward and took Dick's hand.
"Huh ! Captain Slater much good medicine,"
the chief said. "Foot not half sick like yest erday."
"I am .g lad to hear it, Chief."
"Mohawk no try burn cabin. Ottawa, Seneca,
0Jlondaga, oder Injun."
"Yes, I saw that there were no Mohawks here."
"What Captain Slater do, far from fort? Bad
Injun, bad paleface catch um."
"We came here to get the settler to return to
the fort."
"Huh ! How get back ? Injun everywhere."
"I will find a way," briefly.
"War Cloud tell Injun let Captain Slater go to
fort."
CHAPTER V.-The Siege Raised.
"I am afraid you could not. Never fear, Chief.
"Th et were er putty good shot," said Wayne. I will get there safely."
"Captain Slater brav:-e. He .§_ay he do, he do."
"I knowed they was Injuns behind them bushes."
Then the chief walked away, and Di<!k went
!'Pretty good?" laughed Ben. "I'd like to see
back to the cabin.
you beat it.''
~'Oh, it wasn't nuthin' extry.
"Don't you think the Mohawk can be trusted
Yer didn't see
ther Injun, yer on'y guessed he was there.''
. now?" he asked Wayne, as he entered and closed
"Well, it was a good gue~, anyway, you must the door.
admit."
"Waal, mebby he kin, but he's on'y one, an' ef
At that moment, however, two or three parties Ye leave ther cabin ther other Injuns'll all fall
of Indians were seen running toward the cabin. on ye an' skulp an' kill ye."
•
E ach party bore a stout tree trunk, with which
"I can find a way to get back. Look out at
they meant to· try and batter a hole in the wall the back, Ben, and see if there are any Indians
of the cabin. The boys opened fire upon them lurking about."
from above and below, and two or three fell. The
Ben went away and came back in a short time,
r est dashed on, however, aµd soon the battering saying:
rams began thundering at the door and the walls.
"I don't see any, Captain, although they may
The boys kept up a. fire, however, and picked off be hiding in the bushes, or at the top of t he
a ~umber of the Indians working the rams. The slope."
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Before the redskin had time to shout, Dick was
upon him and had him by the throat. Choki n ~
him into insensibility, Dick dropped the r eds. ,
to the ground and hurried on, turning asiue
again.
"By the time he recovers, we will be well on
our way," he said, "and it will be a hard matter
to tell which w~ we have gone."
It was some time before they heard a shrill
signal at some little distance.
"That fellow is letting his comrades know that
we have been around," said Dick.
"He is some distance away, thou;gh," replied
Bob.
"Yes, and we have not been going the regular
track."
He turned aside again, entering a thicket which
would have been impenetrable to many. The settler grumbled at being taken into such a place,
,and asked :
"Couldn't ye find no better road 'n this? It's
er dretful place."
"Oh, yes, there are many better ones, but the
redskins might be occupying them at this time."
They heard distant whoops further off than the
iast, and Bob remarked:
"This is not the easiest path to tread, but it
seems to be the safest, just now."
The L~berty Boys were accustomed to making
their way through · all sorts of tangles, however. Now and then, u sing their knives to cut a
way through the unde1•brush and trailing vines,
t hey pushed on. They passed the worst of it at
length, and when they next h eard the whoops of
the Indians, they were much farther off than beCHAPTER Vl.-T1·ouble Ahe.ad.
fore. Pushing on, they at length came to the
There was now not an Indian to be seen, and · swamp; and now they no longer heard the cries
21.othing that would indicate their presence. That of the Indians. There was no such tangle to go
they would be lurking somewhere in the woods, through, in the swamp, as they had traversed, albetween the cabin and Fort Schuyler, however , though they had to be careful in picking their
was certain. How to get back to the fort was way. As they went on, they l1'eard loud whoops,
'. an important question, therefere. Dick consid- and then shots.
"There they come," said the settler, in ·a larm.
ered that the safest plan was to mak.e a detour
and approach the fort by the swamp on one side "I knowed ye wouldn't get erway from 'em."
"Those whoops ar.e on the other side of the
of it. The first thing to do was to get out of
the little hollow in which the cabin was situated. fort," Dick answered. "We need have no fear of
At the fall there was a steep bank, thickly wood- the redskins here."
Pushing on, they at last entered· fne fort in the
ed, and Dick thought that here they might get
up without bein~ seen by prowling Indians. The rear, where there was no chance of the Indians
boys loaded their muskets and pistols, and then reaching them. There was a large force of InWayne made the cabin secure. Bob started up dians, Tories and regulars before the fort, howthe bank at the fall, with Ben and Sam. Then ever; and the boys could not have entered had
t he others quickly entered the. woods near the they come that way.
fall, there being nothing to alarm them. They
"I am glad you brought himi" said Charity to
all made their way to the top, one helping an- Dick. "It will greatly relieve mother.''
other; and then, with1 Dick in the lead, set out
The girl did not show any great delig ht at seeupon their way. They did not take th_e path by ing Wayne, however, scarcely noticing him.
,
which they had come, as this was likely to be
"Them wimmen folks air so inconsid'rit,"
infested by Indians. They were well away from whined Wayne. "Now I know them lnjuns '11
the cabin when Dick, advancing rapidly but cau- break inter ther house an' ruin everythin'. "
t iously, heard an Indian signalling to his mates.
"But you sa y that the cabin is so strong," an"This way, boys," turning off. "Ther e a re In- swered Ben.
dians tji.at way."
·
"Well, o' course, but that's when I'm there ter
The 'boys turned aside and soon, as they were watch et. I wouldn't have them Injuns get in
creeping along behind a thicket, Dick heard the fur nothin' an' ruin all I've done."
cry again. He raised his head cautiously and
"It is better that they should do that than that
11aw the feathered topknot of an Indian warrior you should all be killed, isn't it?" Ben asked.
not far distant on the farther side of the thicket.
"What's ther good er livin' when all yer prosHe motioned to the rest to be cautious, and stole
on without a sound. Two or three hundred yards pecks is ruined?" a sked Wayne, by way of anor so he came suddenly upon another Indian. swer. "Yew boys don't understand, and ther

"There are none 1ln front, as far as I can see,"
'
.
"There are probably none in the immediate vicinity," declared Dick; "but the trouble will be to
get back to the fort."
"Yes, we will have to exercise great care."
"Mr. Wayne," said Dick, "your wife wishes you
i to go to the fort. She fears for your safety
:here."
"Oh, I'm all right," carelessly.
"You could not stand a protracted siege, and
.auppose.. the ·b rook should dry up or the Indians
1
1 turn it out of its course'!"
"Thet ain't likely."
"You must count <in all these things. Besides,
your wife will never recover if she is under this
£onstant nervous strain."
"I declare fur et, Mercy never was consid'rit,"
.with a whine. "I got my reasons fur stayin'
here."
,
"Are they sufficient for you to risk your wife's
life?"
"Oh, I reckon she'll get erlong, an', 'sides, we
ean't go with all them Injuns hangin' erbout."
"I will find a way to avoid them. Will you go
with us'! Your wife's life depends upon it."
"Waal, I s'pose I must, but them wimmen
folks never was consid'rit, an' I s'pose ther
'babby '11 be just like 'em."
"An obstinate, self-willed donkey!" sputtered
Bob, at no pains to lower his voice.
~~dB~
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wimmen folks know, an' they're dreadful inconsid'rit."
Ben had no time to waste on the man, and
hurried off to one of the sally ports where they
were beginning to fire upon the enemy.
"If we can't get out, they can't get in," he
heard Bob say, as he came up with the boys.
"Do you think there will be a siege, Bob?" he
asked.
"I think that is what it will amount to eventually. St. Lege r has just sent in a demand for
the surrender of the fort."
"Which Gansevoort refused, of course?"
"I should say so," sputtered Bob. "It was a
great piece of assurance on St. Leger's part."
Ben smiled at Bob's impulsiveness, and added:
"It was very inconsiderate of him, as this settler, Wayne, would say, wasn't it?"
"That man wears out my patience. He has no
business to be called Wayne, for there are no
fighting qualities about him such as 'Mad Anthon y' possesses."
"He must be in his cabin, strongly entrenched,
to show fight. When he was in the open he
showed real cowardice."
"Well, as I say, he tries my patience," replied
Bob.
There was a considerable force of the enemy
without but no attempt was made to storm the
fort. The latter was too strongly built for St.
Leger's light artillery to have any effect upon it,
and it was probable that the British would proceed to invest, and then resort to the tedious
process of a siege. During the day observations
from the fort showed that St. Leger was taking
up a strong position outside, so as to prevent
any one leaving and going for aid. The enemy
were not within range as yet, but with powerful
glasses the defenders could sec that they were
putting up breastworks and preparing to str~tch
a line of them as far around the fort as possible.
"\Ve will have more trouble in getting out
now," said Dick to Bob.
"Yes, u11less we make a detour, as we had to
do in getting in."
"A siege is tiresome business."
"Then we shall have to vary the monotony by
occasional sallies."
"Perhaps we shall ."

CHAPTER VIL-An Adventure in the Wood.
Dick Slater did not see anything of Charity
Wayne until evening. Then he met her in tlie
open space as he was coming from supper.
"How is your mother now?"· he asked.
.
"She is somewhat better, thank you, owmg to
the better care she gets here."
"And I suppose having your father near her
r elieves her mind?"
"Yes," dubiously, "but he annoys her, too."
"In what manner?"
· "Oh, he is so obstinate. He wants to gq back
to the cabin."
•
"But it is dangerous to remain there. He must
have seen that to-day."
"It seems impossible to make him see anything these days," in a tried voice. "He used to
lie much different."

'l

"In what manner?"
"He was not so absorbed in himself. T ell me,
do you think a thunderstorm can affect a man's
mind?"
"Well, it might," smiling. "He was not struck
by lightning?"
"No, he was not, but part of the wing of our
cabin was. We had a terrific thunderstorm a .few
weeks ago."
"He was not struck?"
"No, but since then he has been different, and
it seems to have affected his mind. In fact, I
think he is insane."
"On what particular subject?"
"He says he has discovered a gold mine, and
that we are all going to make our fortunes."
"There are gold and silver and iron and other
metals in the hills of New York State, iron especially, and very good iron at that."
"Yes, I know, but is there gold?"
"A little, but I don't think there is enough to
make it worth while for any one to try and mine
it."
"I wish you would tell him that," eagerly. "He
says there is a valuable gold mine right in our
basin, and that we will all be rich."
"I doubt it."
"It all dates from that thunderstorm. I believe his mind was afflicted by it."
"But you say he-was not struck by the lightning ? " Dick asked.
"No, he was in quite another part of the
cabin."
"Then how could his mind have been affected?"
"He has acted queerly ever since. He talks of
little but gold. and is constantly dig6 ing for it,
an(l says we will all be rich."
!'But has he found any?':
"He says he has, and he has a piece of stone
which looks as if it had been spattered with
melted gold."
"Where did -he find it?"
"Outside the cabin after the storm."
"You had never seen any there before ?"
"No, but the lightning may have struck the
rocks, as it did the wing of the cabin, and so
exposed it."
"I suppose it might, but you have found no
more?"
"No, that was all."
"It is very curious," observed Dick. "I shall
have to take a look at this supposed mine of
your father's."
"You won't go there while the Indians are
about? " showing great apprehension.
"I shall be cautious if I do," returned Dick.
"Could you tell if there was a gold mine on
the place?"
"There may be gold there, for it is found in
many parts of the state, but . not in s uffici~nt
quantities to make it pay for the work yut on ~t."
"I wish there were none at all," said Chanty,
"for then father ·would ?et over this strange notion . and be more like himself."
"We will see what we can do about it," said
Dick.
The Indian s and ToTies remained around the
fort, and Dick did not venture out again tha'
dav. He told Bob of Wayne's strange notion, aL.
added:

I
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"Wull, we'll give them some trouble, after a
"He may have found some gold ore, although
while."
parts."
these
in
J have never seen any
"I'd like ter see yer," but Bob meant otherwise
"Could the storm have affected his brain,
what the men understoo d.
than
)ick?"
"Oh, we will. Find out anything erbout 'em?"
"Yes; but Charity says he was not in the part
"Yus, I know how ter git inter ther fort."
;rf the cabin that was struck."
"Yer do?" cried the men in chorus, greatly
"Then he may have fo~d some gold, after
excited.
Ill?"
"Yus, er course."
"Yes, Charity has seen it."
"Show us, then."
"Could it be what they call fool's gold?"
"All right," and Bob led the way and soon got
"It might. We can test it." ·
tangled in the swamp and ran off to
The next day Dick determine d to go out, not the Tories
)'fD much to look for a gold mine as to see what join Dick.
To the latter he told what he had done, Dick
·"he enemy was about. He took Bob, both going
the laughing heartily.
>n disguise. They went through one end ofbeing
"They won't make their way to the fort?" Dick
!.IWamp, and _got into the woods without
ljfacovered. Then they made their way in the asked. they'll get out the way they got in, that's
"No;
liirection of the enemy's camp. Proceedin g cauall, but they'll know better than to try it again."
l·iously, they at length heard voices.
"Then there is no harm done," laughed Dick.
"Some one is coming!" whispered Dick.
"Yes, Tories, no doubt. They don't sound like
~dians."

"No."
There was a sort of rough road here, and the
:11.en the boys heard were coming along it. At
Jne side ·there was a steep bank, lined with thick
lushes. The boys climbed up the bank, where
tie bushes were "thin and hid behind two clumps
"if thicker ones. On came the mep., and halted
jlst· in front of where the boys lay concealed .
"I don't suppose we can get around any other
}lace?" said one.
Dick peered cautiously out, making no sound.
The men belonged to the Royal Greens of Sir
llohn Johnson, a notorious Tory of the Mohawk
Valley. He had broken faith with General SchuyJer, and had fled to Canada, where he had semred a royal commissio n and formed a body
'lnown as the Royal Greens. Many of the men
romposing it were refugees from the Mohawk
7alley, and the people of the district had no
live for him.
"No, I don'.t suppose we could," answered an.rther of the group.
"Has ther r ebel left the cabin the Injuns tried
~r git inter yesterday ?" asked another.
"Yus, I guess so."
"Then s'pose we go an' set fire to it." ,
"What's the use o' that?"
"Ther rebels '11 smell smoke an' come out, an'
'hen we'll ketch 'em, and, ';;ides, they may have
~ft some vallY'bles into it, an' we kin git 'em."
"That'll be more wuth while than burnin' et,
1n'-lemm e tell yer somethin' , Pete."
Bob leaned forward to hear what was said.
.f'he bank was undermin ed, and the bush suddenly
-Jave way, letting Bob down. He went rolling
fown the bank, struck the Tories and bowled
't iem over like a lot of skittles pins.
" 'Scuse me, but I guess I must ha' been er3Jeep. Watchin' them 'ere rebels makes er fel~r lose er lot ar sleep, don't, eh?"
"Where was you?" growled one of the men.
"Up there on ther bank, o' course. Did yer
°Wlink I come up out o' ther ground?"
"Yer ain't one o' ther Royal Greens, be yer?"
"0' course not. Ther R'yal Greens is all finel'ookin' men, what don't go ter sleep, an' I'm' only
~r boy."
"Be'n watchin' ther rebels, have yer?"
"Yus, an' it's er lot er trouble."

CHAPTE R VIII.-At the Cabin.
From a good hiding place the two Liberty
Boys saw the Tories make their way out of the
swamp, muddy and scratched , some of them
without their boots, and all angry and out of
temper.
"Where's ther young feller what got us inter
.
this mess?" demanded one angrily.
"I dunno; but I hope he's stuck in the mud up
ter his neck, ther blame young skunk!"
"Great snakes! I bet he's er rebel hisself."
"Huh! Why didn't yer think er that before?"
with an angry snarl.
"I'll bet he's Dick Slater hisself. It's jest li}!:e
ther blame young rebel."
"Yus, so it is; but this is a putty time ter think
of et," growling.
"Wull, yer didn't think of et yerself, did yer,
till I told yer?"
The Tory made no answer. They rubbed the
mud off their clothes as well as they could and
went on, grumblin g at every step. Bob had great
trouble to keep from bursting into a laugh at
the plight of the Tories and their anger. He
restrained himself, however, and he and Dick
avoided them and went on.
"There is no danger of their finding it," Dick
said.
"No, not in the least, and I did not think they
would."
"I think it is safe to go on to the cabin now,
.
&~"
,
"Won't those fellows go there?"
"I don't think so. They spoke of it, to be sure,
but they won't go while in their present sorry
condition. "
"No, I suppose they won't."
The boys then went on toward Wayne's cabin,
keeping a lookout for Indians. They saw none,
and found the cabin as they had left it.
1 "The redskins have been too busy around the
fort to return to it, I suppose," observed Bob.
"Jes, but there is no saying when they may."
1)1ck could see the effects of the lightning on
the wing, but saw no signs of gold.
"This is not the sort of rock to find gold ore
in," he said to Bob, to whom he had related the
story.

.
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"Yes, or melted, Dick."
"But Charity said her father had a piece."
"So it does ; but it takes a pretty good heat tcJi ·
"Yes, but I have not. seen it myself."
"No, and it may prove to be something en- melt gold, Bob."
"So I should suppose."
0reJy different."
"Let me have it, Bob. It i s prob~bly a kee~
"Yes, and we can do nothing until I do see it."
"Perhaps she does not know how gold ore sake of Charity's, and she may want it."
"All right, Dick," and Bob gave the end ot
looks, Dick."
"I doubt it-down with you, Bob; there's some the chain to his companion.
Dick put the trinket in his pocket, and the fire
one coming."
ThG boys secreted themselves in the thicket at being thorot1}5hly extinguished, the boys put back
the foot of the fall. Dick had heard some one the bucket and left the house. The Royal Greens
eomin,g, and in a few moments a party of a had gone toward their camp, as Dick easily saw
dozen or twenty Royal Greens came into view. by the footprints they had left.
"If they had been as watchful as we always
These were one of the party whom the boys had
seen, and they came from a different direction. are, Dick," Bob observed, "they would have seen
They halted at the top of the slope and looked ·our tracks."
"If they had been Indians, they would have
down at the cabin.
"That's the cabin of some rebel," said one, an done so, but a great many persons never think of
looking at things around them."
officer.
"Maybe they've gone to the fort, sir," sug"No, they do not. Now, you saw that bucket,
gested a sergeant.
and that is how I found the bit of gold chain."
"Perhaps. Go down there and see, s!)rgeant.
"There is nothing lost by keeping one's eyes
about him, Bob," with a smile.
Take half a dozen men with you."
way
The sergeant and six men made their
"Nci, indeed; and one has to do it when he is
rapidly down the slope. Then the sergeant rap- fighting Indians, and redcoats, and Hessians, and
ped ltmdly on the door with his hanger. The all sorts."
echo of the sound within was the only answer.
"We have found it so, Bob."
"They seem to have gone, sir," said the ser"The cabin is all right again, and it's hardly
likely that any one will visit it."
geant.<
"Try the rear door, then."
Hurrying on along the trail of the Royal
"Suppose they see our footprints, Dick?" whis- Greens, the boys at length left it so as to get to
/
the fort by a detour. It was not necessary to
pered Bob.
"They i:.nay not."
make as long a one as they had clone when leavThe sergeant rapped loudly at the rear door, ing the cabin before, as they knew now just
but with the same result as before.
where the enemy were and how to avoid them.
They went as far as where Bob had rolled clown
"There's no one here, sir," he said.
the bank, and then turned aside and made their
"Break in the door, then."
The six Greens battered on the door with the way to the fort. Here they found Charity, and
butts of their muskets. It was too stout to yield, gave her the end of the gold chain.
"Why, that was mother's," the girl said. "It's
however.
"Nothing short of an ax, and a good stout been missing since that thunderstorm. Is this
one at that, will break it down, sir," the ser- all?"
geant declared.
"That is all we found," answerea Dick.
"Where did you find it?"
"Confound them, then ~ile a lot of brush up
against it and set fire to it."
"Close to the wing of the cabin, under an old
The men at once got a quantity of brush and bucket."
"I don't see how it got there. It is broken,
piled it against the door. Then, lighting a sultoo."
phur match, the sergeant set fire to the , pile.
"Yes, and it looks as if--"
"There, that will do the work," growled the
At that moment there was an alarm at the
lieutenant. "Come along, Sergeant."
- The sergeant and the six privates rejoined the front, and Dick hurried away.
rest, and all marched away. As soon as they
were out of sight, Dick and Bo'b emerged from
their hiding place. They scattered the burning
CHAPTER IX.-The Chief Keeps His Word.
brands with their feet, and as yet but little damage had been done to the door, which was of hard
The enemy were bombarding the fort, but with
wood
"L saw an old bu~et lying against the wing, little effect. Colonel Gansevoort did not reply
to the fire as he did not consider it worth while
Bob," said Dick. "Go get it full of water."
Bob ran off, filled the bucket, brought it back, to waste powder. The enemy could not get in,
a nd threw it against the door. All trace of and if they chose to bombard the fort u selessly,
there was no harm iµ letting them do so.
flames was quickly extinguished.
"Let thim pepper away a s long as it amuses
"See what I found by the bucket, Dick,'' Bob
thim," laughed Patsy. "Sure it don't hurt us,
said.
they get
He held out half a dozen links of a heav.y gold an' they may want the powdher before
•
through wid us."
chain.
"Ya, dot fort was not so easy broke d{)wn, I
"Where did you find this, Bob?"
bet me," laughed Carl. "Put ouid your headt,
.
"Under the bucket."
"It is a part of a chain. Was there no more?" Batsy, und dey was taught dere was ein fire
coming."
"No, this is all there was."
"Go on wid yez. Sure all ye have to do is t o
"It seems to have been broken."

-
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"Stop!" he said, with a gesture of command .
put yer back agin the breastwor ks an' nothin'
"I am the white boy's friend."
can batther thim down, ye're that solid."
Dick, Ben and the rest were placed upon their
However, the firing was not kept up long, allookin,g stolidly at War Cloud.
though it could be seen that the enemy had feet, the Mohawks
set, and the sky was all gold and
ttret1gthe ned their position. It was more diffi- The sun had
and purple, the rushing waters reflecting
cult to make a sally than before, and it was evi- red wondrous
tints.
dently St. Leger's aim to keep the defenders in. the
"Captain Slater friend of War Cloud," the chief
He had expected to make an easy conquest of
the fort, and now he realized that it was going to said. "Chief be friend to all Liberty Boys. Good
l>e a lon,g task to i·educe it, if he did. The next medicine, ;;ood friend. Let white boy go." the
T he Mohawks cut the thongs which bound
day Dick and Ben and two or three others set
cmt to reconnoit er. They left the fort without boys' hands and feet.
"Give pistols," said War Cloud. "Suppose meet
discovery, although they had to make a longer
detour than before. They observed that the en- bad Indian, must have pistol, musket." to them
The boys' weapons were r eturned
'my's lines had been extended, but were not cerdid
tain if any reinforcem ents had arrived. They without a word. Apparent ly the Mohawks, but
!ieard Indians calling to each other in the woods, not relish having to release their prisoners d.
hd used great caution in avoiding them. Pres- the word of the chief was not to be questione
"War Cloud's foot sick, Captain Slater make
ently as they were working their way along a
rocky path where there were thick bushes o.n well, good medicine. War Cloud say he be
each side, a rattlesnak e suddenly sounded his friend, and he keep his word."
That was enough for the Mohawk braves. If
Clread warning. Ben was just behind Dick, who
keep it,
""'as th reatened. In an instant the boy whipped their chief had given hi s word, he must
more
cmt a pistol and shot off the reptile's head. Noth- and no one would dispute it. The sky grew would
ing ·else would have served, but in an instant brilliant, and soon the evening shades
there was an alarm. Indians came running from gather.
"Captain Slater find way to fort, sabe ?" a sked
all directions , it seemed. The boys might have
avoided them but for the shot. They were quick- the chief.
"Yes, I have a canoe hidden in the bushes be·ly surrounde d and seized, one of the Indians saylow the rapids," said Dick. "We will be safe."
ing:
"Go !" said the chief to the Mohawks . " No
"Paleface make plenty trouble for Injun, now
hurt Captain Slater. He is the chief's friend."
Injun make plenty trouble for paleface."
The Mohawks disa ppeared in the forest, and ·
The Indians were Mohawks , and were in full
war paint and feathers. The boys were bound Dick, taking War Cloud's hand, said:
"We thank you for your timely rescue, Chief.
hand and foot and each was carried between two
redskins. They were taken some little distance I do not know how we would otherwise have
and then placed on the ground, while the Indians escaped."
13at around in a circle and discussed what was to
"War Cloud give promise. War Cloud keep
be done with them. Finally one of the Indians it," tersely.
came to them and said:
"And now we must go, as it will soon be dark.
"White boy plenty good swimmer ?"
Come, boys."
Ben and the rest took the chief's hand, and
"Yes " said Dick.
"Den' white boy swim. Plenty rock in river, then all set off rapidly along the river. They
.
passed the rapids, and at length plunged into the
show how swim good."
There were rapids in the Mohawk at certam thicket, where it was beginning to grow dark.
points, as Dick well knew. Here there were Dick knew just where t~ ' c canoe was, however,
jag,ged rocks, whirling eddies and .many other and at length he came to it. It was large enough
dangers to be avoided. A good swimmer could to hold them all, and they quickly got in and
keep clear of them, and so e~cape, but it ~id not pushed off, Ben and Sam paddling.
11eem possible that the Indians were gomg to
"There are others besides l\'[ohawks," said
Dick, "and we must keep a lookout for them."
free them.
"Good swimmers no need hand or foot," the
"It will soon be dark,'' said Ben.
Indian continued . "Float on back."
"Yes, but it is not dark yet, and there may be
Then the boys were picked up and carried to- Indians along the bank or even on the river itward the river. This was not far away, the self."
roaring of the waters being plainly heard. It
Ben and Sam paddled steadily, and with little
was now quite clear what the r.edskins were go- noise. Rt_esently, as they glided around a bend
ing to do. The boys were to .be thrown. into the in the river, Dick held up his hand. The boys
Once m the rapids, they ceased paddling, the canoe gliding gently on.
river ~ hand and foot.
would be unable to help themselve s. Only by the The1·e, a few hundred feet distant, was a lar~ e
merest chance would they fl.oat safely thr?ugh canoe containin g seven or eight Indians, while
There was not one chance m a not far off was another, holding three or four.
the rapids.
thousand that they would do this. The Indians The canoes were farther out in the stream than
bearing Dick went first, and made their '?lay to- Dick, and he might pass them unnoticed in the
ward a point where the bank was considera bly gathering gloom.
above the water. The boys could hear the waters
swirling and rushing, and wondered how they
CHAPTE R X.-A Close Shave.
would ever escape. Their relief came from an
unexpecte d quarter. As th~ Mohawks wi:re ~ur
Dick motioned to Ben to paddle slowly and
rying to the brink of the river to cast Dick mto noiselessl y, and to keep in nearer to the bank.
before
appeared
the water, the chief suddenly
Here there were deeper shadows and, screened by
them.
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them, they might escape the notice of the In"There's a fine bull if ever there was one,"
..Uans, in the canoes. There might be others on laughed · Ben.
ahore, although Dick did not see any at that mo"Where dot bull was?" asked Carl. "Give him
ment. Ben paddled .steadily and noiselessly, and to Batsy, und he make fine soup mit it."
_
the canoe was soon gliding on not far from the
"The bull came out of Patsy's mouth," laughed
bank, where the shadows were the deepest. Pres- Sam.
ently there came a hello from the woods. Then
"Der bull chumped vrom Batsy's mout' ouid ?"
half a dozen Indians of the Ottawas came hurry- cried Carl. "Mein gollies, I was knowed he was
ing toward the river. The shout W3$ answered got ein big vun, but---=-"
rom the canoes, but the latter remained in their
"Sure, that's semething ye can't undherst and,
•Id position. The canoe glided on close to a Cookyspiller," laughed Patsy.
shelving bank, toward which the Indians were
"No, sir, I bet me. I don'd was understood how
coming. The Ottawas came on, and be,gan to ein bull could ouid from your mout' chumped,"
shout to the men in the canoes. The canoe glided said Carl, and all the boys laughed again.
under the bank, and was hidden by it for a few
Dick and the boys who had been with him had
moments. The shadows were growing deeper, their suppers and related their adventures, all
but the Ottawas were nearer now, and might see being greatly interested.
t he boys in the canoe. The Indians out on the
river were plainly seen, but Dick and the boys
were in the shadow, and, a s the Indians were
~.
not expecting them, they might not see them.
CHAPTER XI.-A Brave Sally.
'<l'he canoe glided out from under the bank, and
now the Indians were• almost to it, calling out
next morning as Dick was about to set ,
something in their own tongue to those on the '_outThe
reconnoiter, three men came into the !
river. The latter answered, and began paddling camp.to They
h.a d made their way through the I
leisurely toward shore. The canoe___glided noise- swamp,
and had come from General Herkimer, i
lessly down the river, Ben holding his paddle then
at Oriskany, some eight miles east. Heracross his knees. It was evident that neither
party of Ottawas ·had as yet seen the boys. In kimer had a force of some eight hundred men,
and meant to try and push through to the fort,
midstream the waters r eflected the brilliant hues with
Gansevoort's co-operation. The colonel was
of the sky, now growing darker, but along shore to
fire three signal guns upon the arrival of the
they were dark. On went the canoe, and deeper messengers,
when Herkimer would push forward. I
· grew the shadows, those out on the river being He
purple, while those near shore were black. Ben the had expected that his messengers would reach ,
presently dipped the paddle into the water and the fort very early in the morning, having started
evening before. Through some delay, howsent the canoe gliding swiftly on. He was a
t rustworthy boy, and could be depended upon to ever, they did not reach the fort until between
use good jm;lgment. Suddenly he heard a noise ten and eleven o'clock. Gansevoort complied
in the underbrush. Then he made out dimly the with the general's requ~st as soon as he received
form s of three or four Indians, and heard the the message, and the three signal guns were
guttural talk. Dick sat with a musket across fired. Then Colonel Marmus Willett, of the
his knee, ready to fire if need be. Ben sent the New York CoIJ.tinentals, who was with the garcanoe gliding more rapidly down the river. He rison, was detached to make a diversion by athad to go out a little farther presently, on ac- tacking that part of the enemy's camp occupied
count of a wooded ' point. Passing it, he saw by Johnson's Royal Greens ..
As soon as Dick heard of this move he remore Indians in a canoe, fifty feet from shore.
He sent the canoe speedin~ between the other quested permission for the Liberty Boys to form
one and the shore· by a swift stroke. The In- a part of the sallying party. It was granted at
dians uttered sudden grunts, and one of them once, for poth Gans.evoort and Willett knew the
said something. Ben. grunted in reply, and his bravery of the dashing young patriots. The boys
canoe passed between the other and the shore, received the orders to get ready with the great- and then beyond. They went on past the other est delight. No time was lost in getting out the ;
canoe, which followed slowly. The occupants had horses, and the boys made a gallant array. Dick
not discovered the identity of the boys, appar- Slater rode a magnificent black Arabian, whom
ently. On glided the canoe, more rapidly than he called Major. Bob had a fine bay, and Mark
before, Sam using his paddle now, as well as Morrison was mounted on a big gray. Ben SpurBen. On they went, and at last landed at a lock bestrode a roan, Harry Judson and his cl:)um,
Harry Thurber, were on a pair of well-matched
point where they could easily reach the fort.
"That was close work!" muttered Ben, as they sorrels, Sam rode a chestnut, and there wne
many other good horses.- Even Patsy and Car l
set out in the darkness.
"Yes, but you managed it very well, Ben," re- were well mounted, for they could ride and fight,
too, for all that they made so much fun for the
plied Dick.
"You gave me signals, and then past experi- Liberty Boys.
ence has taught me much."
"Sure, it's glad Oi am we're goin' to do some-1
"You are one of the boys who learn from ex- thin'," cried Patsy. "Oi wor gettin' quoite rusty\
perience, Ben. Many do not."
for the lack av a little fun and devarsion."
There were no Indians nor Tories to be avoided
"Ya, I could saw dot rust coming out from ·
·n this part of the woods, and the boys at length your hair once," laughed Carl.
reached the fort and were admitted.
E verything being ready, Colonel Willett, with
,
"Sure it's a late shtay ye made, Captain dear," a force of two hundred men and the Liberty
said Patsy, "an' the supper is all men and cowld, Boys, made his sortie. Out they rushed, entirely
enly Oi saved ye byes s ome, an' kep' it hot."
unt\xpected, and fell upon the camp of the Royal

.
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Greens. That of the Indians was n"ext to it, and Herkimer 's failing to arrive, Colonel, and if you
will permit it, I will go a nd endeavor to learn the
the Liberty Boys attacked it.
1
particulars."
' Charge, Liberty Boys !" Dick shouted, in ring"Ve r y g ood, Captain," r eplied the commander.
ing tones. "Away with the red rascal s !"
"Liberty forever! Down with the red maraud- "I know that you will use a ll ca ut ion , a nd that if
it is possible to lc:u n a nything, you will do so."
ers!" cried the boys.
Disg uising himself in the or d inary clothes of
There were Ottawas, Senecas, and some of
Brant's Mohawks, althou g h the famous chief him- the r egio n, Dick left t he fo rt without being obself was not there, being at Oriskany. St. Leger s erved. H e went a lone, a s he cons idered it safer,
had heard of Herkimer's coming, through his although there we re plenty who would have gone
scouts, and had sent a detachment to waylay hint. with h im gladly, had he p ermitted it. He did
This consisted of a detachrnen t of Johnson's not set out until we ll along in the afternoon, as
Greens, a company of Rangers under Colonel it was not likel y t hat t here would be anything to
Butler, and a strong body of Indians under Brant. be learned till then. Advancing cautiously, u pon
Dick did not see War Cloud, and was glad, as he nearing the camp, he s a w a group of men sitting
would have been sorry tel' attack the chief after under the trees, a short distance from it. Makwhat he had done. Gansevoort, of course, knew ing his way on hi s hands and knees, he reached
nothing of St. Leger's move toward Oriskany, a thick clump of t rees within a short distance of
and expected that Herkimer would push through. the men. The y belonged to the Royal Greens,
Dick Slater, at the head of his brave boys, rode and were talking of an engagement which had
right into the camp of the redskins. Volley af- taken place nea r Orisk a ny that morning.
"The old Dutchma n di dn 'i.get there," said one,
ter volley was fired, and many of the redskins
fled in terror to the woods. A swarm of fierce "although he made a good fight."
Dick knew t haL H er kimer was meant, as he
Ottawas came dashing at Dick, hoping to capture him. Bob saw Dick's clanger , and shouted : was of Germa n or ig in, as were many of the peo"To the rescue, Liberty Boys; look out for ple of the Moh a wk Valley. It was important
that he shoul d h ear what was said, therefore,
the captain I"
With a r oar, half the tro op fl ew at the Indians, and he g-ave his w hole attention to the convers aand they were driven back, losing many of their tion.
They at once fled to the woods, the
br~. ves.
·· ·· l Greens being driven to the river at the
CHAPTER XII.-More Di scoveries.
, time. The camps were sacked, and wagon
: l .: · ; of all sorts of camp equipage, clothing,
the Indi an s get many more s uch setbacks
"If
l '?.; .:.ets and stores, were seized. Sir John John. :n's personal bagga.ge and papers w ere cap- as they got t his mo rning , they'll be deserting in
tured, as well a s five standards, and car ried away hundreds," sai d one of t he m en unde r the trees.
"Yes, and t hey we r e in ambu sh, too, but the
safely. Then Dick heard the t r amp of a large
rebels fou g ht like tigers."
body of men, and told Col on el Willett.
"H'm! I sh ou ld ;:;ay they did!" snarled an"Yes, I hear them, Captai n,'' Willett answered.
Vall ey folks, and
"It is probably St. L eger with reinforcements." other. "They're a! l Mohawk
"The Liberty Boys will cover your retreat, they .hate us wus s'n p'is on."
"And for good r eoa son s," Dick s aid to himself.
Colonel Willett, ff you will allow it."
"Yes, they fo u.ght in the rain, and if there had
"Very good, Captain,'' with a smile.
The patriots at once began t heir retreat, the been a few more of them, they would have
The beaten u s and pushed t heir way through."
Liberty Boys composing the rearg ua rd.
"Well, they didn't, and Gansevoort doesn't know
captured stores and baggage were sent ahead
rapidly, and Willett and his men followed. The it, and St. L eger. will spread the worst kind of
Liberty Boys · brought up the rear, but made a reports."
"vVhich no one will believe," was Dick's
stand as St. Leger and his troops were seen
thought.
coming on.
He heard others converse, and crept away in
"Make a show of ·resistance, at least, boys,"
said Dick. "Of course we can't stand against a order to escape being d iscovered. H e was obligmen
large force, but we can make them think we are ed to lie fl a t on hi 0 face un de r a bush, the after
ca m e so near . T hey di d not see him and,
going to."
his
The boys cheered and formed in open line, they had passed, h e cr awled away and got on
rough
which made it seem as if there were very many feet. He wa s m ~t k i ng h is w ay along a rou
ghmore of them. The enemy came on wa rily, and path, when h e ca w c upon half a dozen style.
the boys, seeing; that Willett had a good lead, Jooking m en dressed in semi-military were
dashed away. Later, they made a stand, fired a There were s ome of Butler's Ran ger s , who
volley or two, holding the enemy in check for a even worse than the J ohnsun Greens.
"Hello, boy! ·w h ere did you come from?" a skshort time, and then, setting off at a irallop for
the fo1t, which they reached safely. Herkim~r ed one.
"From ther camp, o' course,'' returned Dick
<lid not arrive, and Gansevoort did not know till
later that he had been seriously wounded at Oris- boldly.
"What yer do in' there ?"
kany, dying a few days afterward at h_is hom.e.
What do
''.What yer s'pose-fryin' taters?
whither he had been taken. As Herkimer did
;-- .aot arrive, Colonel Gansevoort supposed that he folks gen'ally do in er ca mp?"
"I guess ye're er rebel, that's what I ,guess.
had been delayed or had perhaps had an engagement with the enemy. Knowing t11at he would Ain't yer one?"
"Well, do I loo~ .like one? Yer ail'.l't much of a
want t o hear something, Dick went to the colonel
Ya•n kee ef yer can't guess better'n that."
a nd said :
"Where are yer goin' '?"
"There must be some good rea son for General
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-Wull, I don't seem ter be goin' nowhere, stop-

' here ter answer foolish questions, but I was
' 'long this way."
.
"I'll bet ye're er rebel."
"How yer goin' ter prove it? " scor nfully. "Say,
felyou
o'
ny
a
wrestle
I'll
l'Jn tired o' waitin'.
lers, an' ' ef I don't throw him, I'm er rebel."
"Will yer threw me?" a sked the biggest of
the crowd.
"Yus, as easy as any on yer. Come on, one
fall decides et, mind."
The big fellow rushed at Dick, expecting to
throw him with no di fficulty. Dick secured a
sudden clinch, and before the big f ellow wa s
aware how it happened, he was flat on his back. ·
"That settles ther question, an' I ain't no
rebel," said Dick.
Then he walked away, and the Ranger s were
so astonished that they did not t hink of stopping
him till he was too far off. The big man got up ,
felt of himself, and said:
"There's only one feller what kin throw me
like that, an' that 's Dick Slater, capting o' the
Liberty Boys."
"What! Ther rebel?"
"Yes, an' that's him, or I'm one."
"Why didn't you sa y so?" cried all the men.
.
"Wull, I did."
"But wh y didn't yer say so before? When we
could ha' k etched him?"
"Wull, ef you'd been flun g on yer back so 's
yer breath was knocked out'n yer, I guess yer
couldn't think right a way about nothin' no more'n
I did," growled the other. Dick had d_isappeared
by this time, and the Rangers had no idea where
to look for him. Dick laughed at the easy way
in which he had settled the question, and went
on toward Wayne's cabin. The matter of the
gold mine-greatly puzzled him, and he deteri:nined
to get at t he bot tom of it. If Wayne was simply
the victim of a delusion , what was it?"
He determined to make a carefu l investigation ,
therefore, and see what grounds there were for
the man's belief that there was gold in t he di st rict. He met no enemies on the way, and reached the cabin safely. He examined the grou nd
about t he wing, but saw no sign of gold ore nor
of iron nor copper, nor other metal s which often
accompany those more precious. Near the w~ll
of the wing where they had found the bucket he
saw something shining, and stooped to pick it
up. It was an ordin ary stone , ro ~nd, an~ about
4s big as a hen's egg. On one side of it there
was clearly something that looked very m uch
like gold.
"That is not ore, and this looks like gold," said
Dick. "It looks as if molten g old had been spattered upon it."
At tha t moment there was a sound of distant
thunder .
"I wonder Wayne did not see fhis, but then it
was ground int o the earth by t he heel of some
one."
The thunder grew louder, and Dick turned
away, dropping the stone into his pocket. No t
wishing to be caught in the storm , which was
evident ly approaching, he hur r ied on. A loude r
peal t han before sounded, and he saw a distant
fl ash. T he sk y grew dark, the thunder rolled,
and t he wind went sweeping wildly thr ough the
fo rest.
"It is one of those sudden storms which so
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often come up in the summer," he said, "and
probably will not last long."
· It came on rapidly, and he was obl' L.Jd to
hurry to avoid it. He r eached t he fo •t not fa ;
a head of it, and had only g ot to shelter when i:
burst upon them. He r eported to Co lonel Gansevoor t what he had he·a rd, and t hen went to find
Ch a rity.
"Is your fath er's piece of supposed gold ore
like this ?" he added, showing t he girl the stone
he had found.
"Yes. Where did you g et it? "
"Near the cabin. It was nearly ground into
the earth."
" It is just like his piece, but is not so large."
"And it is not g old ore a t all," positively.
"Wha t is it?"
"It looks as if molten gold had been dropped
upon it. "
"Yes, but how could th at ha ppen?"
"H ave you the piece of chain we found?"
"Yes."
"Let me see it ."
Charity went for the fragment of chain, and
when she brought it, Dick compared its color
with that of the g old on the stone. They were
the same.
"Do you see the end of this chain ?" Dick
asked.
"Yes, it look s as if it had been melted."
"So it has . Wher e was it usually kept ?"
"In the wing room."
"The one that was struck ?"
"Yes."
"Put away ?"
"No; generall y on the table near the window.
The baby played with it sometimes."
"Your mother was not in the room at the
time the bolt struck?"
"No. She .was elsewhere."
"I think I can locate your father's g old m ine,"
quietly.
"Burt you said- -"
"T he bolt hit the corner of the wing, passed
down, melted the chain, and spat ter ed molten
gold on the st ones outside, carrying t he chaill
· with it."
"Then there is no gold mine, after all?"
"No."
"Well, I don't know how father will take it,""
musingly.
"He will have to take it in the only way it can
be taken : sensibly."

CHAPTER XIII.-The Danger of Eavesdropping.
Dick's explanation seemed the only sensible
one, af t er all. It was well known, even then,
that lightning gener at ed intense heat. The chain,
being in t he way of t he bolt, could easily have
been fu sed in an inst ant, and the molten gold
spattered over adjacent objects.
"Have you the piece of 9re your father bases
his belief in a gold mine upon?" Dick asked.
"No, he always keeps it by him."
"What is it like? "
" Like any ordinary stone that one can pick
up."
"Are there any crystals in it?"
"No."

•
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"Is it broken?"
but from the British regulars, Johnson's Greens
"No, it is just a 'r ound stone as large as my and Butler's Rangers. The da nger to be fe ared
t wo fists."
from the Tories was as g r eat as that from the
"Such as are commonly foun d in and around r edskins. These Loyalists, refugees and r enebrooks ?"
gades were more cruel and unrelenting than even
"Yes."
the Indians, who seemed to learn new atrocities
"Where did he find it?"
fro m their white allies. Getting safely away
"At a little distance from the cabin."
fro m the fo rt, Dick was proceeding rapidly, but
wiih due caution, toward the enemy's camp, when
"And he has been digging in that spot?"
"Yes."
he heard voices. He quickly s a nk to the g round
"Did you miss the chain?"
behind a dead t r ee lyin,g at the top of the bank.
1 "Yes, and could not fancy what had become of P eering out cautiously, he saw a party of Ot tait."
was approaching. He did not understand their
"Does your mother believe in the gold mine language, but he knew the difference in the trapt heory ?"
pings of the various tribes. The Ottawas were
"She does not."
as cruel as the Mohawks, and wer e as much to
"What did she say about the piece of supposed be feared. With the Ottawas were two white
ore?"
men . some of Butler's Rangers. One of these,
"Nothing."
in fact, was the very fellow whom Dick had
thrown so cl everly. To the young patriot's dis"Do you think she suspected what it was?"
"I donlt know. The explanation is so strange, gust, if not dismay, the party halted directly in
and yet r easonable, when one comes to think front of the dead tree on -the bank. Some of the
Indian s sat crosslegged on the ground, while
of it."
"When one considers the strange pranks that some stood. The big Ranger sat on a stone, and
taking a pipe and some tobac;co from his pockets,
the lightning plays, it is perfectly reasonable."
"Yes, but I don't believe you can convince fa- proceeded to smoke.
"Can't ye find any way to get into the fort? "
ther. He is most obstinate."
"A man wll.o cannot be convinced by facts can he asked one of the Indians.
"No way," grunt ed the redskin. "Big gun go
never be convinced," said Dick. ,
Kill Injun."
The next day St. Leger sent a letter, purport- boom!
there a back way somewhere? They's
ing to have been written by the prisoners taken er "Ain't
swamp, can't yer get in that way?"
at Oriskany. This letter gave the most dismal
"Swamp bad place, plenty hole, get in, no get
accounts of the battle and of the difficulty of
bad quicksand."
getting any help to the garrison. He also stated out,
"Ther swamp ain't ter be thought of, Bill,"
that Burgoyne was probably at that time before said
other Ranger, but I got er plan er gitAl bany, and advised surrender to prevent inevi- tin' inthethat
I guess '11 work fust-class."
sent
Leger
St.
letter
the
With
destruction.
table
"What is et, Bud?" asked the smoker.
wa rning that should the garrison persist in re•
"Why, et's just t er--"
sistance, he would not be able to restrain the
forward, so as not to miss a
leaning
was
Dick
althese,
that
added
He
Indians.
the
fury of
when the bank suddenly gave way, and he
t hough held in check for the time, would, if fur- word,
dead ti:unk suddenly went rolling down
the
and
lay
and
garrison
the
slaughter
ther provoked,
,,
Indians.
the
upon
for
revenge
in
Valley
Mohawk
waste the whole
St.
and
letter
The
the deaths of their warriors.
Leger's threats failed to shake the resolution of
CHAPTER XIV.-War Cloud to the Rescue.
Gansevoort. He determined to hold out, knowing
make
to
light
too
that the enemy's artillery was
Bill was sent flying from the stone, his :Qipe
any impression on the ramparts, which were jl'Oing one way, his musket another, and his ha~
heavily sodded. St. Leger was forced to resort sailing up in the air. Two or three of the redto the slow prog ress of siege, therefore, and in · skins were bowled over before they could g et up,
t he meantime Gan sevoor t sent m essengers to and those standing had to get out of the way in
in fact, was the very fellow whom Dick had very lively fashion. Dick scrambled to his feet
no more t alk with Charity on the subject of the and drew a brace' of pistols as he started to run.
gold mine, and s aid nothing at all to Wayne about One of the Rangers and an Indian got in front,
it. He told Bob what he had told Charity, and and the re were others behind.
Bob readily agreed with him.
"Don't let him get erway !" cried the big Rang"You can't convince the man, Dick," he said, er. "Thet's Dick Slater, the rebel!"
"so there is no use in saying anything to him
"Why, so et it!" echoed the other. "That's ther
about it."
fell er what throwed yer."
The Indians were closing in upon Dick, and the
"I d.on't intend to, Bob," with a smile.
Dick could not remain idle in the fort, and, only way of escaped seemed to be bX way of the
af ter Gansevoort had sent his messengers out, bank. He would have to turn his back on the
the young captain obtained permission to go and Indians, however, in running up,° and that was .a
perilous proceeding. Suddenly an idea occur red
spy upon the enemy.
"I need not t ell you to be cautious, Captain," to h im. He imitated the sound of a rattlesnake
to the life. There was nothing more dreaded
said the commandant.
"I know the danger, sir,'' was Dick's reply, than this poisonous reptile. The Indians started
back in alarm, and the t wo Ranger s tumbled over
which was quite sufficient.
He disguised himself as a country boy, took each other in trying to get away. Dick seized his
two or three heavy pistols, and set out. He opportunity ·and fl ew up the bank. Just as ha
knew the risk he ran, not only from the Indians, reached the top, however, it gave way with him,

"
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)laving been weak en ed by the rains. Dick fell
and slid t o the bottom, being seized by the red&kins as he tried to rise.
"Don't kill ther blame rebel!" shouted Bill.
•we got ter have some fun fust."
Dick hurled aside two of the Indians, and
:tnocked down two more with his fists before he
was overpowered. He was quickly disarmed
and -held by three of the reds, while Bill said,
with a savage growl:
"Now, yer blame rebel, yer won't get erway
this time."
"We'll see," said Dick, in a quiet tone.
"We won't see, then, an' don't yer fret erbout
et," snarlingly.
"What yer goin' ter do with him, Bill?" a sked
the other Ranger.
"We're ergoin' t er kill him," savagely, "but
we're ergoin' ter take plenty o' time to et, so's
ter let him enj'y et all ther more."
Dick kpew well what the scoundrel meant.
'they woi:fld torture him slowly, so as to prolong
his agony.
"Thet's right," with a horrible laugh. "Make
et pleasant fur ther r ebel."
The Ottawas began talking excitedly in their
own tongue, and Dick knew that they were discussing his fate.
"Talk so's a feller kin understand, Injun," said
Bill. "We got somethin' ter do with this business."
"Paleface no let white chief go?" asked one
of the Ottawas. ·
"Er course not. Tie him ter ther tree, an'
then we'll consider what we'fl do with him."
Dick was bound hand and foot, and then bound
.
securely to a stout tree close at hand.
"Shoot at him," said Bill, "but don't yer git
clumsy an' kill him, 'cause that'll sp'ile all their
fun."
The Ottawas began shooting arrows at Dick,
pinning his sleeves to the tree, but taking ca1:e
not to hit him. The arrO\.\'S penetrated his
sleeves the skirts of his coat, and his breeches,
but dici not touch the flesh. Dick kept his nerve
through this trying ordeal, and did not utter a
sound nor show the sli ghtest tremor. Then the
redskins began hurling tomahawks ~t .him, t~e
keen blades sinking into the wood within a hair
of his flesh . Still he made no sound, no r showed
,,
the slightest sign of fear.
"Confound ye, why don't ye yell fur massy?
snarled the big Ranger.
"Because I know that there is none in you,"
was Dick's quiet repl y.
"Ain't ver feared ter die?"
"''fot for my country!" proudly.
"Try ~hooti n', Bill," said Bud. "That'll make
him holler."
The Ranger picked up his musket and took
aim. Then the leading Ottawa pushed aside the
weapon , and said sharply:
"No kill; dat too quick."
"I ain't ergoin' ter kill him," snarled Bill. "I
kin put er bull et within haffer inch er h is ear
an' not hurt him. I want ter make him holler."
"Paleface no have steady hand. Kill young
chief."
"No I won't. Git outer ther way!"
"Injun say no!" with an an gr~ look ..
The Indians w ere growing 1mpat1ent at the

1&

delay in reducin g · the fort, and were un der much
less restraint than formerly. At Oriskany, ex,.
cited by the sight of blood, they had shot Royal .
Greens as well as patriot militiamen. It w~
plain ·to be seen that they would submit to net
dictation from the two Rangers. There wert
many more of them than there were of ths
whites. They could easily kill the latter, drag:
them away, and no one be the wiser. The twG
Rangers evidently realized this, and Bill said:
"Oh, very well, but we wanter have some <i'
ther fun as well as yew Injuns."
"Bimeby paleface take knife, cut white chief."
Then he took a rifle and aimed at the lock at
the top of Dick's head. Suddenly a report rang
out sharply. The Ottawa fell in his tracks as ht
was nulling the trigger. The rifle was discharg•
eel, the bullet striking one of the Indians in the
head. The two Rangers beat a hastv retreat.
The Ottawa fell back in alarm, and se'ized theil'
weapons. Then a commanding figure sprang intct
the open, and began swinging a clubbed rifts
about his head. It was War Cloud, the Mohawk
chief. Three or four of the Ottawas fell to tha
ground with broken heads, and the rest quickly, :
took to their heels . Then the Mohawk ran ~
the tree, pulled out the tomahawk s and arrows.
and cut the thongs which bound Dick.
"White boy chief hurt?" he asked.
"No."
"Good! No stay here, hurry, more bad Injud
come."
Dick recovered his pistols, picked up a loadecl
rifle, and said :
"Ottawas kill chief if he stays."
"No, Ottawa no dare, Ottawa bad, War Cloucl
kill um."
"You have risked your life for me, you musfl
not stay."
"War Cloud go again. no 'fraid of Ottawasdogs, wolves-kill 'em like sheep !"
"I thank you," said Dick, taking the Mohawk'•
hand.
"White boy chief good medicine man; brave, net
·
fear."
"No, but we are two against many, and I musfi
not run too great a risk. My duty is to mr,
country."
"Good! We go. War Cloud show safe way,•
and then he hurried away, with Dick at his side.
I ''

CHAPTER XV.-In Curious Quarters.
The Moh a wk chief led the way toward the
river, apparently at a point where the~· would
strike the enemy's camp. Dick trusted the Mohawk, and yet he could not see at the moment
how they could avoirl meeting the redcoats. He
knew the direction in which the camp lay, and,
to his mind. they were heading directly toward it.
Ju st as th.e y caught sight of the white tents
among the trees, War Cloud shot o:tf to one sida \
and plunged into "·hat seemed a perfect tangle. ,
A few steps brought them to a twilight shade,
so thick were the branches overhead.
"Keep close." said the Mohawk , and Dick f ol·
lo\ved just behind.
At length Dick could scarcely see the Mohawk. 1
and they seemed t o be descending a steep p~th. 1
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Then they were ill' pitch darls:ness, and all around
it was damp, and a strange noise could be heard
above them.
"Where are we?" Dick asked.
"Under river, little way. Very few know this
place. Come out all right."
Now and then a drop of water fell on Dick's
hand or face, giving him a most uncanny feeling. The floor of the strange passage was of
rock, and was damp and slippery, and if Dick had
not been sure-footed, he would have fallen.
"Not much further," said the chief. "Only few
know this. Some time water in. Not now."
Whether the passage was a natural one, or had
been dug out, Dick had no means of knowing, as
all was as dark as n{ght. A little farther, and
he could touch ei.ther side of the passage without
stretching out his hands.
.
"Lower head," said War Cloud, presently, his
voice sounding most uncanny in that strange
place.
Dick obeyed, finding the roof of the passage
much lower than before.
"Get down on knees," said War Cloud, a few
moments later. "Not much farther."
Dick obeyed, and went along on his hands and
knees for twenty feet.
"Go like snake now, then get out," the Mohawk
said, in a few moments.
Dick was obliged to lie almost flat and work
himself up a steep incline with just little more
than room for hi s body. Then he heard a scraping sound, and light entered the hole, for it
could not be called anything else. Then there
was more light, and he saw the Mohawk draw
himself out. In a moment War Cloud gave him
a hand, and he stepped out. They were in a
thick wood, but he could make out the river
through the trees at a little distance. The Mohawk pushed a flat stone over the hole from
which they had emerged, and said :
"Some time, if Injun come, take stone off, get
in, pull after, get away."
"Where ~re we now?" asked Dick.
"Not far from fort, get there pretty soon, no
trouble. Good-by."
Then the Mohawk darted away into the wood,
and Dick went on.
"That is a wonderful place,'' he said to himself. "I don't know if it is a natural passage or
if it has been made by man. At any rate, it is
worth knowing about."
In a sho1'!r time he reached the fort, signalled,
and was admitted.
"How did you happen to come this way, Dick?"
asked Bob. "Weren't you afraid of being seen?"
"It was the nearest way," tersely.
"Your clothes are damp, and have been torn or
cut, and you have a rifle. Where have you been,
Dick?"
"In one of the strangest places you ever were
in, Bob. I have been under the Mohawk river."
"In it, you mean, Dick."
"No, under it; but I could not describe the
place, as I did not see it."
"I kl)OW that you are sane, Dick," answered
Bob, with a laugh, "but I don't understand all
this. Where have you been?"
"Under the river, Bob, or at least the Mohawk
says so."
Then Dick related his adventures, which Bob

pronounced to be certainly the most wonderfd
one he had ever had.
"Could you find the place again, Dick?" Bob
asked.
"Yes; but it is not always safe, I fancy, as the
Mohawk says that the water sometimes gets
into it."
"Well, it is surely the strangest thing I ever
heard of, and if any one 'but you had told of it, I
would hardly have believed it."
"I would not have thought it possible myself,
Bob," in a quiet tone.
'
"And you did not learn very much?"
"No, except that the Indians are growing dissatisfied,· which is not to be wondered at."
"No; for they lack patience, for all their boasted endurance, and the loss of so many of their
warriors discoul'ages them."
. "I would not be surprised, if the siege contmues, to see them deserting in droves and going
back to their homes."
'
"Cannot St. Leger restrain them Dick?"
'.'No, nor Brant himself, at times, 'nor a.;_y other
chief."
Dick reported what he had heard about the
dissatisfaction of the Indians to Colonel Gansevoort.
"They are not to be depended upon in a crisis "
the colonel answered, "and if the siege were to
continue any time you would find them all deserting.''
"Then if they knew that reinforcements were
coming to us iv. any numbers, they would leave?"
"Very rapidly.',.
,,,..
"It might be well to spre~ just such reports
among them," said Dick.
·
"Yes, it would.''
;Although Dick did not know it at the time,.
this was just what was done by General Arnold
who w~s now coming to the relief of Fort Schuy~
!er. Dick thought the m~tter over and formed
a plan of action, which he submitt~d to the colonel. The lat~r approved it, and on the following morning it was put in operation. Dick took
an old coat and hat and had two or three of the
. boys shoot holes in them with their muskets.
The men on the ramparts were given their instructions, and then Dick was let out at a point
where he · was safe. from the observations of the
enemy. Then he made his way toward the fort
in the open, where the Indians were sure to s~
him. As he approached, the men on the ramparts
fired several shots at him. Then he turned and
fled, as if for his life. One bullet only went
through the crown of his hat, and left a smoking
hole. It was fired by Bob, who knew just how
not to injure Dick. The other muskets had no
bullets in them. Dick grabbed his hat, and ran
as if for life itself. Some Indians had seen the
men from the fort fire upon him. As he ran
swiftly toward them, they came out. He stopped, shok his fist at the fort, and showed his
hat, still smoking.
"That;s what the blame i·ebels done," he said
excitedly. "Look at that,'' showing the skirt
and sleeves of his coat.
"Yankee do?" asked some of the redskins. '
"Yus. I was spyin' about, an' they seen me.
Lucky I didn't get hit."
Then he began feeling his arms and legs aa
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if to see if he had been hit.

"Wull, they axed me, an' so I told 'em. Mustn';
yer allus tell ther truth?" simply.
"No, yer mustn't!" sharply.
"What fur?"
"Did you get into the fort?"
,
"H'm! did yer see me? Didn't yer see them
rebels fire at me? H ow yer s'pect I'm goin' ter
git in with the bullets erwhizzin' round me? I
was lucky ter git erway with a hull skin."
·
Dick was walking along as he was talking, the
Rangers trying to detain him.
"What yer ketchin' hold o' me fur?" he said.
"Stop ercrowdin', can't yer?"
"You want to stop tellin' the Injuns that the
rebels are comin', 'cause fust you know they'll
believe it."
"Wull, s'pose they do ? They ain't no harm in
ibelievin' what's so, is they?"
"Did yer see what was in ther fort, an' how
many men they are got?"
"What chanst had I to get inter it?" with a
grunt. "I guess you're foolish!"
CHAPTER XVI.-An Obstinate Man.
"Well, yer gotter keep erway from the lnjuns,
Dick walked away, followed by the Indians, I tell yer!"
whose number increased every moment. The
Dick pushed the Rangers aside, but just then
Rangers were greatly outnumbered, and the In- they met others, whom Dick recognized. They
dians would have nothing to say to them. N eith- recognized- him, also, for one said:
er would they permit them to see or speak to
"By George, do you know who that is? It's
Dick. The latter feared nothing from the red- Dick Slater, the rebel spy, and--"
skins in the temper they were then in. They
Dick suddenly tripped up two of the Rangers,
had seen him fired upon from the fort, and saw and
out his fists, taking two more in the
the still smoking holes in his coat and hat. They jaws.shot
Then he darted off, the Rangers quickly
were satisfied that his story was true, and they following.
Dick knew here he was, and running
believed it. The Tory's statement that he was
he soon came to the flat stone on the
crazy only influenced them the more in his fa- swiftly,
edge of the woods. He quickly pushed it aside,
vor. His eyes had a shifty look, his jaws hung, and crawled,
first, into the hole, drawing
and he walked with a disjointed, slouching gait. the stone pver feet
He could hear the Rangers go
From his appearance it would be easy enough hurrying past, it.shouting
and discharging their
to pronounce him not more than half witted. pistols, the sounds soon growing
fainter, and at
The Indians looked upon an insane person as last dying out.
one under the special guidance of the Great
"They
will
never suspect this place," he said,
Spirit, and not to be injured. The Tories could
it was fortunate that I was so near it."
not have helped Dick more, therefore, than pro- "andPushing aside the stone, he listened, and, h ~ar
nouncing him out of his mind.
ing nothing, crept out, closed the opening, and
"Paleface come?" the Indians asked.
walked away.
.
"Yes, they come," said Dick.
"They'll have a long hunt," he laughed, "and
"How many?"
·
"Heaps! Can you count lea~s ? Can you will be inclined to think that I have melted away
count sand grains? Heap more than that!" and or been caught up in the clouds."
He made his way around to the rear of the
Dick wavetl his hands over his head.
The Indians grunted, and seemed visibly af- fort lest there might be any one about, and enfected. They looked at the holes in his coat and tered unobserved. He reported to the colonel
hat, and talked glibly among themselves, Dick what he had done, and then, coming from Gannot understanding a word. He sat on a fallen , sevoort's quarters, met. Patsy, who said:
"Dinner is r eady, sor, an' Oi have no doubt ye
log in the wood, yawned, stretched his arms, and
then lay out at full length on the ground along- do have an appetoite for it."
"Yes, Patsy, for I have had adventures enough
side. The Indians left him, and he knew that
his tales would be circulated broadcast. He to give me one," with a smile.
"Sure thin ye ought to have wan all the toime,
presently crawled away and made toward the
river. He suddenly met a number of Butler's for ye niver go out that ye don't have some sort
av a toime."
men, however, and one of· them said angrily:
"You blame fool, don't you know better'n to
After dinner Dick saw Charity, who said:
tell ther Injuns ther rebel& air comin' ?"
"Father does not believe that your theory of
"Wuj,)., they be, ben't they?" and 1'1ick gave a the lightning having melted the gold is the corsilly laugh and looked foolish.
rect one."
"Waal, I suppose they be. Yer don't want ter
"I did not suppose he would," quietly, "but it
tell it to everybody, do yer?".
is not a theory; it is fact."
"Why don't yer, if it's so?'! with a simple look.
At that moment Wayne himself came up, with
" 'Cause the Injuns 'll git scared an' run er- a round stone in his hand.
way, thet's why," angrily."
"Do yer mean ter tell me," he said, "that that
"Will they?" with an idiotic laugh.
ain't the richest piece o' gold ore ye ever see
"Suttinly they will."
holding it out.
Three or four of
Butler's Rangers came up at the moment.
"So, they fired on ye from the fort, hey?" one
asked.
"Yus- the blame rebels!"
"Well, we'll get in before long. They can't
lold out." /
.
"I donno,'' simply. "There's others comin'."
"Many come?" an Indian asked eagerly, while
•thers crowded around.
"Many? Yes-so many," and Dick waved his
hands toward the leaves. "Lots an' lots of 'em."
"Shut up, you fool!" growled one of the Tories, who feared the influence of this report upon
the Indians.
"I won't!" muttered Dick. "It's so; the rebels
are comin' like the leaves on the trees."
"Don't believe him; he's crazy,'' growled the
Tory; but Dick saw that the redskins believed
him, and not the Ranger.

z•
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"Yes," said Dick, "I do. It is not ore at all.
It is simply a big pebble spattered with gold."

"Ye1· can't prove it," stubbornly.
"I can, but you won't believe it when I do."
"How can you prove it?" asked Charity.
"Wait a moment," and Dick ran off.
He soon returned with a heavy sledge hammer. Placing the stone on a bit of board, he
struck it a sharp blow with the heavy hammer.
It split into three or fou r pieces, and Dick picked
them up.
.
"Do you see any gold inside ?" he asked.
Bv splittin g ihe stone, some of the gold on it
carr>e off in a thin sheet, which Dick held in his
hand.
"That is all the gold you will ever find in that
stone," he said, "if you pulverize it and put it in
the hottest fire you can make."
Charitv took one of the pieces and looked carefully at "it.
"I don't see anything about the ordinary grain
of an ordinary stone," she said.
"Well mebby there ain't any inside,'! said
Wayne, 'doggedly. "Some on it comes that way."
Then he walked away.
"There is no use in trying to convince a man
like that," said Dick.
"I only wish we could,'' added Charity.
CHAPTER XVII.-War Cloud's Departure.
In the course of a week it was seen that there
were much fewer Indians outside than there had
been. The tales spread by Dick ha~ evidently
had their effect. St. Leger was makmg regular
approaches to the fort with the object of undermining it, but this was s ~ow work. The Inchai;is,
never patient, were growmg more and more dissatisfied every day, and scores had ~!ready deserted. Some claimed that the huntmg season
was approaching and that they must g~t. home
and lay in their winter·s supply of provisions.
Others made no excuse whatever, but simply
went away. Wayne had not spoken to Dick since
the latter had split open the supposed mass of
ore. Charity was the same as ever, and the
Liberty Boys all liked her, some more than others.
"I think some of the boys will be glad to have
the sieo-e last, so long as Charity Wayne remains ~ the fort," said Ben to Mark. Now Mark was a bit of a tease, which Ben
knew.
"Who are thev Ben?" asked Mark.
"Oh, you'll haV'e to guess,'' with a laugh. "I'm
not telling secrets."
"Well, but you told part of it. Who are the
fellow s who think so much of her, Ben?"
"Well, I'll tell you one," seriously, "but that's
all."
"Who is he, Ben?"
"You won't tell?"
"Of course not."
"But you'll tease him."
"How do you know?"
"Because you always do."
"Oh, go ahead," laughing. "Who is he?"
"You won't tell ? "
"No."
"All right, I'll tell vou."
"Who is he?"

"Patsy Brannigan," and Ben ran off laughing.
As Patsy liked all the girls he ever met, Mark
had not learned very much, nor did Ben mean
that he should. St. Leger was learning, too late,
how little reliance was to be placed upon his
Indian allies. They wer.e deserting rapidly, and
neither Johnson nor Butler could do anything
with them. They had been led to expect easy
times, little fighting, many scalps and much
plunder. Instead, they were put to work, had
fought hard, had lost many of their best chiefs,
been checked in their cruelty and had gained no
booty. Then Arnold's agents arrived, told wonderful tales of the great numbers of whites
that were coming, and discouraged the Indians
still more. St. Leger called a council of his
chiefs, and offered io place himself at their head
with three hundred of his best troops, and meet
the enemy as they advanced. Thi s was agreed
to, and they saHied forth together to choose a
fighting ground. Then more disturbing rumors
were heard, and the Indians fosi sted on instant
retreat. St. Leger determined to send off his
sick and wounded and his artillery by Wood
Creek that night, but the Indians became ungovernable, broke into the stores, became in•
toxicated and behaved like very demons.
Dick Slater was out upon a scouting expedi·
tion, and saw the enemy getting ready .to decamp. He hastened back to the fort with all
speed and reported what he had seen. At noon
St. Leger departed in haste, leaving his tents
still standing, with his artillery and the greater
part of his ammunition and stores. Gansevoort,
up on the r eceipt of the news of St. Leger's intended departure, at once despatched a party in
pursuit.
The Liberty Boys formed a part of the detachment and rode out of the fort in high spirits.
While ihe rest seized the camp equipage and
artillery, and harassed the Briti sh and Tor ies,
Dick went after St. Leger's Indians. They came
upon a body of them carrying off plunder fro m
the camp, and at once fell upon them. Some
of the redskins dashed off in the direction o
vVavne's cabin with their plunder. Others aban
cloned their booty to save their lives, while othe
clung to it and pushed on. Dick pursued t
main body, consi sting of Ottawas, Senecas, Onon
dagas, and a sprinkling of Mohawks.
.
War Cloud was not to be seen, and Dick w
glad, as he would have been reluctant to fight
one who had proved so good a friend . Comi
up with the reds, Dick att::cked ~hem furio usly.
The Liberty Boys hacl as llt~le y1ty for . the Indians as they had for Hessians or Tones, and
always attacked them relentlessly.
"Charge the red scoundrels!" shouted Di
waving his sword. "Down .with them!"
"Liberty forever, clown with the red marauders!" fairly yelled the plucky fellows, as they
urged their horses forward . .
"Give it to them!" cried Dick. "Down with the
reel pests , fire!"
A tremendous volley echoed the command,
the ranks of the brave boys fairly blazed. C
-roar! The very woods seemed to shake
that tremendous peal rang out, and the ranks
the enemy were seen to tremble. The gall
lad s followed up the first volley with one fr
their pistols. The redskins attempted some
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The boys sprang to th~ edge of the bank and
fired down _into the ravine. Others quickly came
up, took their places, and delivered a rat tling
volley. The surpri sed Indians leaped to their
feet and b~an to discharge rifles a.nd muskets
at the boys. They were at a disadvantage, however, and the boys sent in the liveliest kind of
fire. Bob, Mark, Dick himself, and all the boys
kept up a constant fire, and the Indians, tired
of the unequal, contest, rapidly took to cover.
When there was no longer an Indian in sight,
Dick led the boys back to the entrance of the
ravine and through it. Then he came suddenly
upon the redskins, and gave them battle, ·surprising them by the rapidity of the charge. They
attempted to rally, uttering fierce yells, but the
brave boys were not to be terrified by mere
noise, and they answered with a rattling volley.
Then they rushed pell-mell upon the Indians,
discharging their pistols rapidly, and driving
them on.
"If we can't catch St. Leger, we can get after
his Indians," declared Bob, impetuously.
The Indians took to the thick woods, and here
the boys followed t hem, adopting the enemy's
mode of warfare and firing from behind rocks
and trees. Being met in their own fashion, and
by boys, everyone of whom was a good shot.
while some were experts, the Indians realized
that they were outmatched. The boys remained
perfectly cool, and there was not a shot fired
that did not tell. This sort of thing did not suit
the redskins. They made one or two sorties, expecting to slaughter the brave boys. The loss
of men soon showed them the folly of this, however, and they became more cautious. The boys
were on the watch, however. They did not show
themselves, but whenever an Indian did appear,
there was someone to fire at him, without any
•
shots being wasted.
The Indians at length withdrew, a dozen at a
time, and as secretly as possible. Dick kept a
watch upon them, and knew that they ·were making off. When quite a number had left, he gave
orders to charge. Then the rest suddenly sprang
up and they dashed away. The Liberty Boys
pursued them till all had come together. Then
the plucky boys concealed themselves and continued the attack, in backwoods fashion. They
were as good at this as the Indians themselves,
the latter speedily realizing it. They made no
more sorties, and after trying in vain for an
hour or more, to get a shot at the boys, losing
CHAPTER XVIII.-After the Indians.
some of their own men in the attempt, they
The day
Leading the Liberty Boys away from the ra- stole away more secretly than before.
not care
vine, Dick found a narrower path leading alo:og was drawing to a close, and Dick did
the top of it. Creeping behind rocks and bushes, to be too far away from the fort at nightfall.
returned
almost on their faces, the boys made their way He therefore withdrew quickly and
left their
for a hundred yards or more, when Dick looked rapidly to the point where they had
too soon. A
cautiously into the ravine. Crouching behind horses. They arrived here none separate
from /
rocks were many Indians, wating for the boys detachment of Sir John's Greens,
to appear. Dick did not see any of them he the ma4J, body, had come up a few mome\).ts
knew, but he did see enough to satisfy him that before. Seeing the horses, they thought to capthere was a large party. Having satisfied him- ture them. The boys. in charge of them made
self on this point, Dick quickly signalled to a a stubborn resistance, and then Dick came up
score of the boys to come up rapidly. Some of with the main body. The Tories suddenly found
the most expert sharpshooters of the company themselves caught between two fires and made
hurried forward. There were Ben, Sam, Harry, haste to get away.
The boys did not pursue them, but made their
George, Will Freeman, Arthur Mackay, Pnil'
.
way rapidly back to the fort, which they reached
Lewis, and a dozen more.
at dusk. The others had arrived shortly before
"Let the r~cals have it, boys," said Dick.

of resistance, but the daring boys forced them
back. They scattered in many directions, the
boys pursuing the main body along the carrying
place of a mile between the head waters of the
Mohawk and Wood Creek. At Wood Creek
they had scattered still more, but a large party
hurried along the creek, the Liberty Boys after
them. The woods becoming denser, Dick dismounted his plucky boys and Jed the greater
part of them cautiously forward.
The Indians might form an ambush, and Dick
was wary. Experience had taught. him to be
very watchful of the Indians at all times. Advancing cautiously, he reached a ravine, through
which the road led. He hesitated about following it, however. The place was just the sort
of one where an enemy could hide to excellent
advantage. Dick determined to examine the
place before venturing into it, therefore. All
at once the Mohawk chief appeared from a
clump of bushes, and said:
"Don't go there, Captain Slater. Plenty of bad
Indian hide there. Kill white boy braves."
"I suspected it," said Dick, "and I mean to
come upon them another way."
"Good! War Cloud is going away. He will
· not fight the white patriots again. Good-by."
"Good-by, Chief,'' said Dick, taking the Mohawk's extended hand. "! am glad you are going. I could not fight against you after what
you have done."
"War Cloud cannot fight white man, cannot
be like Brant, Red Jacket and those cruel ·men.
He is going home. The Great Spirit be good
to Captain Slater. Good-by."
Then he withdrew his hand and darted away,
and Dick never saw him again.
"That one man in ten thousand," said Bob,
warmly. "How many such Indians do you find?"
"Not many, it is true," said Dick.
"The chief knows that the patriots have a
just cause," added Mark, "and he is not deceived
by soph1stries of Burgoyne, St. Leger, Cornwallis and the rest."
"Very true," answered Dick. "The man's connections will not let him fight against the patriots, and he will never be seen on the field
again, unless against the British and Tories."
Dick then prepared to carry out his plan to
surprise the redskins, and show them that he
was not to be caught in any trap they might set.
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with much plunder from the abandoned ca1!1P·
Provisions and ammunition had been growmg
scarce at the fort, and the captured supplies
were most welcome. The brave boys were heartily greeted upon their return, and Pat:.y and a
corps of able assistants at once began to prepare supper.

Bob, sharply. "You don't deserve to have it,
for you wouldn't work for it."
"If it's found on my place, it's mine, isn't
it?" said Wayne.
"No. You didn't put it there, and it belongs
to the one who found it."
This seemed a new idea to Wayne.
"If I found gold on the place it's mine, isn't
it?" he asked.
CHAPTER XIX.-Leaving the Valley.
"Gold ore, yes, for that is in the ground, and
Arnold and his troops arrived the next day, was not placed there by man."
too late. to encounter St. Leger, but just as wel"Waal, this money was put inter my well, an'
come. It Was not until the unfortunate St. Leger some on et belongs ter me, don 't it?"
was .well on his way that he learned how he
"Not if we do not choose to give it to you.
had been outwitted. It was a most calamitous You were not willing to work, even to clean
campaign for him, and nothing but misfortune out your own well, till you found that there was
seemed to have been his share. The Indians money in it."
plundered the boats and even slaughtered the ·
The settler looked greatly shame-faced.
redcoats, who sought to protect them. They
"The lieutenant is right," said Dick, "but we
could not take away all they stole either, and do not want the money, except for the good it
much of it was found thrown down ravines or will do our cause."
streams along the road. With the departure
"Waal, o' course, I'm a good patriot, an' I'm
of St. Leger and his motley army there was willin' ter give suthin' ter ther cause,
but seems
safety at the fort, and in that part of the Mo- ter me I got er right ter things found
on my
hawk Valley.
ground."
The settlers began to go back to their cabins,
"If you had found them, you would, but not
some of these being in ruins, however, and need- otherwise. Will you give us the next box we
ing to be rebuilt. The Liberty Boys offered their bring up?"
services for this work, and were kept busy for
"I'll give you one o' these," said Wayne, evi·
some time. Wayne had taken his family back dently afraid to take the risk.
to the cabin, which was found practically unThere was another box of treasure bro\lght up;
injured.
but it .contained only fifty pounds. The well
One day Dick, Bob, and a party of the boys was cleaned to the bottom, and in the brook
was
rode over there. They saw Charity sitting on found all sorts of baggage, thrown
by the
the doorstep in the warm sunshine, with the Indians. It was taken out and thethere
place was
baby in her lap.
cleaned up, but Dick made Wayne work as hard
"How are things going with you now?" sud- as anyone.
denly asked Dick.
"There is no gold on the place," he said, "and
"Oh, about the same. Father is constantly you will only waste your time by trying
to find
grumbling."
it."
"He is not digging for gold?"
The settler seemed to think the same now.
"No, he has given that up, but he complains
"The treasure thrown into the well would have
of having to go too far for water.
·
remained there for all of you," Dick continued,
"Why, the brook is right at your door, you "and you don't deserve it. I am going to give
might say, and he has pipes straight to the it to your wife and Charity. They will take
cabin."
good care of it."
"The brook is low and the pipes fail to work,
Wayne did not seem altogether satisfied by
the well is clogged, and he has to walk to the this arrangement. He could not help himself,
spring."
however. and at last consented. Dick took only
"Why don't you clean it out then?"
the smaller box of money, and eventually turned
"Huh! Why didn't they? I oughtn't ter be it over to General Schuyler, to be used for t he
made ter do work arter other folks."
cause. Burgoyne was n·o t before Albany, but he
"Well, I don't see how you can very well help was menacing the Hudson river region, and
yourself."
troops were needed to combat him. Arnold reDick then called up Bob and the boys.
. turned, the Liberty Boys going with him, eager
"Let's go to work and clean out the well, boys," to be in active service once more.
he said.
Clinton, Lincoln and others arrived at about
They rigged up a windlass in place of the the same time as Arnold, and then Gates t ' ok
old sweep, and two of the boys went down. They command and a vigorous campaign was opened.
took out rusty' muskets, blood-stained coats,
The Liberty Boys took an active part in this,
broken bottles, broken kegs, and boxes and otli- and had a share in the defeat of Burgoyne.
er rubbish. Then they got hold of some boxes,
Charity Wayne saw one or more of the Libwhich to Dick's practiced eye, seemed to con- erty Boys from time to time, and after the con·
tain gold.
clu sion of the war, ·when her little sister was
Wayne became interested now, and assisted quite a child running about and being of grea~
in the work. Two strong oak boxes, brass· help to her mother, she became the wife of one·
bound, were brought up and, upon being opened, of them. '
were found to contain three or four hundred
pounds in gold.
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY
"Waal, I always said I'd find gold on the
BOYS AND THE TORY GIRL; or, THE
place," said Wayne.
"Yes, but not through your own efforts," said SCHEME TO DESTROY NE\Y YORK." ,

it,
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A GEOLOGICAL FREAK
· One of the most remarkable geological freaks
In Mexico is a mountain situated on the outskirts
of Pachuca which represents the appearance at a
distaure of being covered with spikes. The sides
f the mountain are clo sely studded with stone
lumns or palisades. These columns are five to
elve feet long and as large around as an averr. man's body. It is a remarkable uplift of
ture, which has the appearance, however, of
ing the handiwork of human bein gi>. One
'de of the mountain is all'l'.lost perpendi .:, lar and
th~ stone columns protrude from the surface at
right angles, and form a.n impressive _Picture.
The stone is as hard as flmt and has withstood
the elements for ages. The spikes form a natural battlement that makes the mountain appear
from a distance like some ancient fort.
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afld £.very part is used over again. The work is
mostly done by convicts in prisons. They take
the Loots and shoes to pieces and soak them;
then the uppers are cut over into children's
shoes! or, . if they are too far gone for that, a
peculiar kmd of pressed leather is made by some
chemical action. The nails are saved and sold,
and the scraps go to the farms to fertilize the
soil. Who would have thought it possible to
make anything out of old saws? Yet it is said
th-:ii many of the finest surgical instruments and
some of those used by engineers are manufacturej from the steel that first did duty in saws,
the ']Uality being fine.

SHOT PICKING UP APPLES
Two apples which Nick Taratolakis, of Salamanca, an employee in construction work in Rock
City, near Allegany, picked up in the orchard of
TALLEST MAN
Ralph E. Ma~son, sai? to be ~he tal~est man in Mrs. Blosom Dort, who lives near the rock cut,
America, experienced chfficulty m findmg a lodg- niay cost the man his right leg.
'I aratolakis is in the Mountain Clinic here the
ing place when he reached Detroit.
Detroit hotels neglected to arrange sleeping bone of his leg shattered by a rifle bullet. ~frs.
quarters for men of 7 feet 6 inches, so when Dort . . authorities said, will be charged with the
Madson applied for a bed he insisted he must shootmg. The workmen, it was said, left work
have one without footboards. About eighteen to get some apples in the Dort orchard. He had
inches of Madson's lower extremities necessarily picked two, it was reported, when Mrs. Dort
must overreach the end of the bed to make sleep- rifle in handsi appeared on the porch of he~
home. H~ offered to pay for the apples, Mrs.
ing comfortable, he says.
There are advantages and di sadvantages in be- Dort admitted, but she told Sheriff Raymond T .
ing so tall," Madson said .. "Sleeping on tr3:ins is Mallery she intended to break up the practice of
not so comfortable, but give me a bed without the workmen making free with her fruit. Tarat olakis started to run toward Allegany when
footboards and I make up for lost time."
:Madson has just passed his twenty-third birth- l\1rs. Dort demanded he accompany her to the
rolice station. She fired when he refused.
dav anniversary. He weighs 230 pounds.
Madson was b orn on a ranch in Ranger, Tex.
He was six. feet tall at the age of twelve years.
SINGING SANDS
The ~ingi~g sands of Lake Michigan are disBONUS FOR HIDDEN RIFLES
cu,s>-ed m Science by Mr .. w. D. Richardson, wh o
Dr. Peters, the new German Commissioner for aoYnnces a new hypothesis on the subject. The
Civilian Disarmament, has announced a premium sand' in queJl tion are found everywhere near
of 100 marks for every rifle voluntarily sur- the. \>ater's edge throughout the dune region,
r endered between September 5 and October 1. which borders nearly the whole eastern side of
The premium will be reduced to half that amount the l3ke from Gary to Mackinac. The characduring the following three weeks, when anmesty teristi c so und is heard when one walks in ·~he
will be granted for ten days, during which the sand or pushes a stick or other object thrnugh it,
holders of weapons may prove their legitimate but only when the &and is dry. The sound-proorigin.
ducing sands only extend back from the water as
The commissioner also will use moving pictures far as the line of driftwood, indicating the bount o stimulate interest in the collection of hidden da_ry _re:i-ched by '~·aves during storms; beyond
weapc1ns. He admits the nature of his task th is 1.1m1_t sand ~avmg exactly the same appearp1·ecludes the adoption of coercive measures, as ance, microscopic as well as macroscopic, prohe is dependent on public good will. He warns duces n? sound. The writer suggel?ts that pe1:iodicitizens, however, that in addition to turning in ca~ wetmg by the .watez: of the lake deposits a
arms they are obliged to report the whereabouts t~m film of salts, mcludmg calcium and magneof weapons illegally possessed.
51Um carbonates, upon the grains of sand. This
film creates considerable friction when the grains
ar;! rubbt>d together and thus causes the sounrl
HOW THE FRENCH SAVE
the effect being similar to that of rosin on ~
What becomes of old sardine boxes, tomato cans violin bow . When the sand is carried farther
anq cans of a ll kinds? I n France, where n othing inland by the wind to form the dunes much of the
ia allowed to go to waste, they gather them sal~ fi lm is rubbed off, and leaching by rain subseup and use them-to cut int o . ti n soldiers. In quently
completes its removal· henee t he s ands
France, too, the old boots and shoes are collected cease t o be "musical."
'
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Bob. "But first I must get my motorc ycle. I was
lucky not to have it smash ed."
He picked up his machi ne; while Keene folthe
lowed suit, and mount ing them they follow ed
canter ing cowbo y over a slope of the prairie .
"Wha t do ye call that tarnal thing, strang er?"
the cowbo y, surpri sed at the skill with
sked
a
- - OR -which the two riders steere d over the groun d on
'
their cycles .
AFTER THE $10,000 PRIZE
Bob told him, impar ting the inform ation that
they had come all the way from New York on
the same appara tus.
By RALP H MORT ON
This astoun ded the Weste rner.
"Well, ye may think it's easy- but it'd be too
much fer me. We're havin' round -up this next
(A Serial Story)
week, and the boys are alread y out on the range
here, gi'ttin' ready in camp. Thar's our camp.
CHAP TER XI X. (contin ued )
git the send-o ff of yore lives I"
J ust as Bob was shutti ng his eyes, with a Ye'Il jest
truly, and the welcom e that the darspoke
came
He
hoofs
of
ring
thunde
prayer on his lips, a
receiv ed from these brave men
turers
a
in
adven
shout,
ing
g
ringin
quick
to him, and there was a
up for many a dreary , weary
made
plains
the
of
strang e tone.
ed
travel.
wrapp
of
too
mile
been
Bob and Keene had both
The lads enjoy~d a fre sh , though tough steak,d
up in their own excitin g share of this terribl e
er.
the slain bulloc k, and then their hosts insiste
off
battle to notice the adven t of a strang
their taking a few hours' rest on the bunks
on
whose
y,
cowbo
the
than
other
no
was
This man
cowbo ys.
the
of
the
on
herd
ular
partic
this
keep
duty was to
five hours' rest, during which time their
After
well.
and
evenly
graze
would
they
move, so that
studie d their machi nes with the greathad
hosts
Bob
which
in
second
a
of
n
Just at the fractio
the lads were waken ed so that they
ity,
curios
est
cing
advan
the
of
path
tumble d helple ssly in the
again before darkne ss.
on
start
might
circled
had
rder
anima l, thi s gallan t cow-he
been fine hosts, " . said Bob grateyou've
"Well,
throug h the air with his lasso.
ever take a trip East we'll
you
if
"and
fully,
the
of
The ro pe swung taut over the horns
we're off."
Now
back.
you
pay
pony
the
chargi ng brute, and at his maste r's yell
their motorc ycles up, and
d
cleane
had
They
dous
swung back on his haunch es with tremen
the mecha ni sm was runnin g splend idly. Reforce.
freshe d and invigo rated by their rest and kindly
of
It was irresis tible!
treatm ent, the two waved farewe ll to the men
railroa d hack,
the
The anima l's ferocio us charge was the cause
ng
reachi
after
and
ranch,
the
in a
of its own downf all, and it swung around away
starte d on the quest again.
sort of somer sault, while Bob Wende ll rolled
Spinn ing along betwee n the tracks , on the flat
reach.
out of harm's
path which was an almos t ideal roarlbe d
cinder
"You .iest missed a mashi n', pardne r," sang out
purpos es, the two felt 'Closer in fri ~nd 
their
for
the cowboy, as he leaped to the ground , and ap- ship than ever.
proach ed the anima l on the run.
Bob was up on his feet in an instan t, and exg1·ip.
tended a harrd to his rescue r for a quick ooter
CHAP TER XX.
-...
The cowboy whipp ed out a ponde rous six-sh k's
bulloc
the
into
from his belt, and a quick shot
N at's 'friple Treach er y.
.
brain put the anima l out of its misery .
maryour
of
"Old man, you saved our lives by
Young Worth ington had made his way outhad
the
velous skill," began Bob. He looked toward ued:
Weste rn town where he
pitable
unhos
the
slain anima l, and shook his head, as he contin
been dragge d along in the dust.
" I'm sorry you had to kill one of those valuab le
He had not failed to note a twinkl e of amusetoanima ls. I'll see that the damag e is paid for."
in the eyes of Hook, his compa nion, and
ment
The cowboy gave a snort of mirth.
he indulg ed in many bitter ideas.
self
him
"You don't need to worry about that brute,
was quite a travel er, and he kept along
Hook
pard," he respon ded. "The varmi nt has been
skillfu lly, keepin g his own opinio ns to
road
the
a-tryin ' to gore my horse for the last week. Ef
lf.
himse
he was a dog they'd say he had hydrop hobia. So
"Say, Hook, you don't do much on the conve ris
h e's well outen the way. And, anywa y, this
end, do you?" asked Nat.
sation
the riches t ranch in thi~ part of the West, an~ I
"No, I want to help you win this race- it means
steer."
one
lose
to
boss
the
of the gate receip ts for me,"
r eckon it won 't bust up
d a large percen tage"And
I never waste my enerThe genial cowpu ncher laughe d, as he- walke
Hook.
red
answe
t oward his obedie nt pony, standi ng where the gies."
bridle had been tossed over its head.
"Well, I'd advise you not to be too sure of that
"Say, you chaps come with me to our camp
tage, my friend and comra de,'' said the
percen
eatbe
you'll
up here a piece. Inside of an hour
in a surly tone. "You know when an
fellow
ed
pervid
k,
ing a tender loin off that very bulloc
is forced it is not alway s sure of fulent
agreem
"
you ain't afeare d of gettin g hydrop hobia!
t's dead certain ."
t-tha
fillmen
an" Well, it 'll be a good while before we get said
(To be con t inued)
other invit at ion t o dinner, so we'll g o you,"

New York to Frisco
On a Motorcycle
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES.
MATERIALS USED IN BANK NOTES
The materials that go to make up American
per money are gathered together from all
rts of the world. Part of the paper fiber is
en rags from the Orient. The silk comes
om China or Italy. The blue ink is made from
erman or Canadian cobalt. The black ink is
ade from Niagara Falls acetylene gas smoke,
d most of the green ink is green color mixed
white zinc sulphite made in Germany. The
color in the seal is obtained from a pigment
ported from Central America.
DROWNED IN HER BATHTUB
Investigation by Dr. Howard W. Neall, Deputy
iedical Examiner for Queens, disclosed that Mrs.
dith Baker, forty-five, a widow of No. 1219
edar Avenue, Richmond Hill, N. Y., was drowned
hile taking a bath at her home the .other even·ng. The body was discovered by one of her sons.
She had been dead an hour. The body was about
half an inch below the surface of the water. The
boy said his mother had heart disease, and it was
thou ght at first death was due to that ailment.
Dr. Neall has decided, however, ihat Mrs. Baker
was drowned, and that probably overcome by
heart failure, s11e slid dovm into the tub so that
the water covered her head.
KILL MOUNTAIN LION
A mountain lion invaded the farm house of C.
J. Cann near Battle Mountain, Nev., according to
Arthur Lamb, a Battle Mountain rancher, who
was in Reno recently. The lion approached the
house about midnight and attempted to gain entrance ·through a window, breaking several panes
of glass. Cann was awakened by the noise and
seized a chair, knocking the animal down. The
lion attempted to jump again, but was again
beaten back. Cann's wife then secured his rifle
and on the next attempt the lion was killed. It
was small in size and the body will be sent to the
State Hygienic Laboratory here in order that a
test for rabies may be performed.
CAMELS THRIVE ON LEAVES
In Australia the offspring of the cam el, owing,
no doubt, to the climate suiting its characteristics
better even than that of the land of its origin,
are more hardy than their parents.
The camel has great ability to withstand
fatgue, lives on a minimum amount of water
and carries heavy loads, five hundredweight being no exceptional burden for him to bear for
many miles without tiring. In the districts in
which the camel• is used it is not an uncommon
sight to see one of those animals harnessed to a
car and being driven in exactly the same way
a s a horse.
Camels do not thrive on rich grass, but grow
fat on ?ead leaves from the gum tree, spinifex or
porcupme grass and mulga. These seem to be
great delicacies, and the more thorny the better
they are appreciated.•

SHIP RAMS WHALE
The Philadelphia, of the American Line, was
800 miles off the Iri sh coast when something
suddenly impeded her progress. It took many
minutes of investigation before it was discovered
that her yachtlike prow had run into a 50-foot
whale and pierced him like a butcher's cleaver.
The vessel had to stop and reverse her engines to
free the bo'w of the whale's body. The dead animal then sank and the ship continued her run.
Ten happy young women debarked when the
Philadelphia arrived from Southampton and
Cherbourg. They had been touring the battle
fronts an<;! other points of interest for a month
as winners in a popularity contest held by the
Minneapolis Star. The vessel had a total of 873
passengers, including Samuel P. Davis and A. P.
Lane, on the American pistol team at the Olympic games.
TEAMS VERSUS MOTOR TRUCKS
An interesting comparison has been made in a
recent° number of the Oklahoma Highway Bulletin with regard to teams versus motor trucks in
the hauling of road building materials. A road
contractor while doing state aid road work of
hauling crushed stone, employed seven teams,
seven drivers and one 3%-ton motor truck.
The seven teams had each hauled three loads of
1 % yards per day, a total of 4% yards daily.
B¥ m.otor truck he hauled 33 yards each day.
F1gurmg the cost of each team and driver at
$7.25 , the total amount was $50.75 per day for
seven teams. The 31h-ton motor truck actually
hauled more material each day than the seven
teams.
The operating expenses of the motor
truck figured to $18.40 per day, thereby effecting
a daily saving -of $32.85. The distance of the
haul was 4% miles each way, or a total of 9
miles.
PREHISTORIC VILLAGE DUG UP
Important archaeological discoveries have just
been made near Valencia, where a rich find of
neolithic urns, utensils and arms has just been
uncovered at Jumilla. The excavating was done
under the guidance of the Spanish Academy of
History, whose announcement says that the objects found are most important from an archaeological standpoint. Many stone knives were dug
up, as well as highly ornamental hatchets and
stone jars.
Bones of men and women of the stone -age also
were uncovered. The direction in which these
bones lay indicated that the dead were buried
facing the east.
Pr?f. Rafael Altamira of the Oviedo University,
has Just made a study of the collection and the
spot where the objects and bones were found, and
has expressed the belief that the place was formerly a village and on the shore of a lake which
long ago disappeared.
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BY

LOVE

By JOHN SHERMAN

'
"Beshrew me, Leonardo, but our journey is a
J>erilous one."
"Santa Brigida, yes, Luigi, but think of the
g_lory."
"Nay-nay , comrades; think of the reward,
the golden piasters that shall be ours when these
:tats are exterminat ed."
"Ah, Francisco, yours is the only practical
bead among us. But ilarkl what sound is that?
A signal, methinks." '
"I cam not for signals, but, Madonna, what a
bewitching faee I"
"Where, Luigi?"
"Just there, by those bowlders. Ah, Leonardo,
mio, I could fall in love with that face and now
it is gone."
"Diab lo, a spy, no doubt; guard your tongues,
comrades, or Carnaro will scent us out Ion&: before we reach his mountain den."
Never fear,
"Practical again, Francisco.
Chi~o has informed us too well and has laid his
plans too deeply."
"Tliink you, Leonardo, that the banditti will
not penetrate his disguise?"
"Suspect a poor piper? Corpo di Baccho, no.
The old boy himself would not."
"'Tis well then. Forward, my men!"
The speakers were at the head of a large body
of soldiers and were proceeding into the mountains around Naples, that beautiful city, for the
purpose of ridding the neighborho od of one of the
most daring and accomplish ed brigands of modern times.
Many a time had a price been set upon the
he;id of Captain Carnaro, but till now no one had
been found brave enough to claim it.
A man was found who for a considerati on
• would betray the bandit chief, and a party was
at once made up and started in pursuit.
Chico, a lazzarone, who had once been caught
by Carnaro's men, and had escaped after joining_
the band and learning many of its secrets was
now disguised as a piper on his way to the
stronghold of the robbers leaving in his track
numerous signals for the party of soldiers by
which they could note his progress and success.
As night came on and the full moon threw
its silver rays over the magnificen t bay, whose
beauty is world renowned, the soldiers paused
on the top of a high bluff, from which they could
see the city and the bay reposing in silence.
Luigi and Leonardo had long ago· ceased to
converse and walked side by side just behind
Francisco, who communed with himself and said
nothing.
Let us go on ahead of the soldiers and visit
the object of their pursuit. In a small rock-builtc avern, hung with gorgeous draperies and lighted by a single suspenaed lamp, sat Guiseppe Carnaro, the bandit,
upon a soft couch covered with sheep skins,
holding in his hand a cup of pure gold containing a draught of the noted• Cyprus wine.
Near him stood a small table covefed with a
dark cloth, the hem of which was delicately em-

broidered, denoting that the deft fingers of a
woman had been at work the1·e.
There seemed to be no outlet to this room but
suddenly Carnaro's meditation s were broken' and
he looked up as the bright hangings in on~ corner '."~re swept ll;Side and a tall, divinely formed,
ex9msitely .beautiful ~talian girl hastily entered.
:J!'ly, Gmseppe, while there is yet time! The
soldiers are on your track. I overheard them
below, and this time they are on the right road."
. "Sa.y you so?" responded the brigand, sipping
hi~, wme, but betraymg no emotion whatever.
Yes, and they must be close at hand. Chico
has betrayed us!"
"Maledizzo ne! the low hound the groveling
~ur, who bites the hand that feed; him. The base
mgratel He sha11 pay for this!"
"Guiseppe, be calm!"
"He shall be torn limb from limb, and his entrails thrown to the dogs. He shall suffer all
the toments I can invent for him. Nothing shall
be too bad. Oh, the viper, the wolf, the jackal.
Corpo di Baccho!"
In his rage the bandit threw down the golden
up, and started up, paced wildly to and fro
clenching his fist, feeling his stiletto and grind~
ing his teeth. He was at length attracted by the
young girl beside him.
"There's yet time to escape. I have two fleet
horses _made ready. Leave thi s life. I have gold.
Fly with me to France, or Spain or America
where we may live in happiness. Think no morJ
"
of this life."
"What, Bianca I and leave my brave comrades to perish?"
"They are doomed; nothing can save them.
Even now, I fear, we are surrounded . Do not
refuse, me. By the, love you bear me I implore
you to fly."
"No-no! Ask it not by that or I yield."
"By all the vows thou hast made by all the
sweet words thou hast given me, by thy hallowed
kisses--" ·
"Tempt me not, Bianca I I cannot withstand
it!"
And, breaking from her, he rushed out of the
cavern and hastily made his way to the common
apartment of the band.
• Nearly all of them were drinking, and the
Jugs, . bottles and decanters were kept busily cirRude jests and
cu~atmg from one to another.
boisterous laughter resounded on all sides and
'
at every fresh drink the noise increased.
In the center of the group was a piper clad
in a rough sheepskin jacket, cloth breeche~ and
round hat; He _w::s- entertainin g the .company
and was m the midst of a bacchanali an ditty
when the door burst open and Carnar o enteitld.
"Ha! Already? I feared as much. Beppo,
seize that cur and . bind him. He is a cursed
spy!"
"A spy!" burst from the lips of the brigands
as they paused in their orgiees.
Chico, for he it was, was at once seized by a
brawny brigand called Beppo, who appeared to
be the second in command.
"Dog of a lazzarone !" hissed the brigand chief,
striding up to the spy with hi s poniard drawn,
his eyes flashing fire and his fists clenched.
"What should prevent me from striking you dead
this instant!"
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two noble steeds trotted up to her and rubbed
"I am no spy, excellency. "
"Thou liest l Dare you deny that you are their soft noses against her rounded shoulder.
"Bianca, what have you not dared? And for
Chico, whom I once befriended ?"
At this challenge the man's face paled for an what?"
instant, and lost the air of injured innocence
"All for the love of thee, Guiseppe. I could
that it had previously assumed:
have dared a hundredfol d more for thy sake.
"Ho, there, Coletta, Baptista, Giovanni, strip Love for thee would make me brave a thousand
the scoundrel and see if the blood-red dagger, dangers that thy life be spared." ·
the 'emblem of our band, is not upon his arm!"
"How ·can I leave my brave men "to die alone,
The luckless Chico was stripped in an instant when perhaps I nri'ght save them?"
arm,
and there, upon the fleshy part of his right
"Thou canst not. Ha I do you hear that shout?
was indelibly marked a red dagger, the sign They have torn open the trap-door and are on
which every member of the band was marked our track. "Mount-m ount in haste and Jet the
trith.
horse have the rein; he knows where I would
"What would you do with a man who would have him go."
give you up to the soldiers?"
The woman stooped, and producing a flint and
"Kill him!" yelled aJl with one accord, the steel, set fire to a mass of tow in her hand.
soinstantly
becoming
drunkennes s of them
This she threw upon the end of a train of gunbered.
powder, which, carefully covered by dry, loose
The man was seized and was being dragged stones, had not been scattered, and then forcing
from the room despite his agonized cries, when Carnaro to mount sprang lightly upon the ocher
Carnaro interP.osed.
horse and darted down the path calling upon her
"Stay. I will give you a chance for your life. comrade's,, steed to follow.
I am not all devil. How many are there,of the
"What have you done, Bianca?"
,
carbiniere ?"
"Taken steps to render their life on this earth
"Five hundred, excellency, and close at hand. shorter and their entrance into Heaven quicker.
They only await this signal!"
They ought to thank me for it. Hark!"
With a dexterous movement he disengaged his
A dull sound broke upon their' ears, and,
pipes
his
hands, and seizing the shrillest-to ned of
back, Carnaro saw a sheet of flame shoot
looking
it,
upon
blew one particularl y long and loud note
followed by a cloud of white smoke.
upward,
and sprang for the barred window.
The train had done its work.
Before a hand could stop him he had torn
"Quick! There is even yet danger to be feared.
O.own the fastenings and dashed ope'n the snut- Take this turning, not that."
ters, and the next instant the astonished bandits
"That leads directly to Naples."
were startled by the appearance of armed troops
"I know it, but my brother's vessel is at anwhich
door,
the
at
and
windows
at this and other
chor in the bay, and a boat from it will be wait'
_
open.
rudely
was thrown
ing for us on the beach."
"Shoot down the dogs if one attempts to es"How do you know?"
cape!" shouted Francisco.
"I pespoke it thil} mom~ng."
A dozen brigands made a rush for Chico and
"Did you then kriow of the intended attack of
were met by a withering fire from the soldiers, the soldiers?"
but not before their poniards had clashed
"No, but my mind was made up to entice thee
together in the traitor's heart.
from thy rough life, to induce thee to Jive
away
was
body
his
but
groan,
He f ell without a
that thou mightest die peacefully in
honestly,
murderers.
his
covered by: those of four of
not by the hand of the assassin or
and
bed
thy
be
could
there
fought,
Valiantly the brigands
soldier."
the
were
they
as
conflict,
but one outcome to the
"And thou hast planned all this?"
outnumber ed. One by one they fell around their
and more would I have done for love of
"Aye,
rush
a
made
g_allant leader. At last the soldiers
whom men call the bloody.
Guiseppe,
thee,
clos~
were
at him from all sides, but just as they
kind to me, dearest."
been
ever
hast
Thou
twinkling
ing in upon him he suddenly and in a
The two enter a boat;
Naples.
at
arrive
They
the
disappeare d from their sight right through
to where the white sail
floor. Those who reached the spot first saw a it is pulled swiftly out
moonbeams , and they
trap slide quickly and heard the click of a bolt of a yacht is shining in the
anchor is raised and the
and a mocking laugh in a woman's voice. That are taken on board. The the
moonlit sea.
was all ind their victim had escaped! Carnaro little vessel skims over
Years afterward an aged couple living in the
knew of the trap and had himself planned .,it.
He was met by Bianca, who had planned this south of France pass"E!d away from this life almethod of saving him, and she hurriedly dra2'ged most at the same time. They were people of
him away through a dark and winding passage moderate wealth, had many children, and were
greatly beloved and respected. No one know
despite ' his resistance.
the white-haire d, fine-looking old gentleman
that
surhave
and
cabins
the
"They have fired
brigand, Carrounded all. There is no other escape. It were was the once famous Neapolitan
naro, nor that his wife was the woman whose
madness to attempt to face such odds."
love had saved him from an ignominiou s death.
"But, Bianca, what will they think?"
The band was indeed exterminat ed and Fran. "There will be none left to think, thanks to
their reward, but
that villain Chico." In a few moments tP,ey cisco and the rest received
forth heard no more
stood at the entrance of a small cavern opening the world from that time so
wonderfull y saved
out upon a bluff, and the cool breeze blew upon of the renowned brigand
their heated cheeks. Bianca gave a whistle and ~~nl
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and :sometimes they are able to run down an antelope, but they seldom run down a jackrabbit.
!"-Ioto!cycle riders often try the same sport. It
NE \V YORK, OCTOBER 1, 1920.
is qmte exhilarating ,.. but seldom produces r esults.
Any one traveling on the Kansas railroads will ·
n.ot1ce that there always is a n ice, smooth path
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
nght a~ong the edge of the ties on the track.
7 Cents
Singl~ Copies .............• .. Postage J:.rce
Any ra1lroacl man will tell you that the i-eason
90 Cents
"
One Copy Three ~lont h s......
$1.75
for that ?ice l itt~e smooth track is a speedway
One Copy Six :M onths .. ...... .
S.50
O:tt• Copy Ono Y<·nr ...... . .. .
for thi: Jackrabbits . Many engineers regularly
<'allndn, $-!.00; Foreign, $4.50.
race w1tl'. the rabbits every morning or evening.
o.
P.
send
risk
our
HOW TO S.E1' D :llONEY-At
T~e rabbits come up on the track and sit in the
Mn1 1t.'\' Or(l<:>r, Cllecl;;: or Heg-istcrecl Letter; rt:"mittances
i11 all\' other wav nrc at your risk. We accept Postage m1dclle until the train is about twenty feet
:-.;1:1 1 J;s the f':lme.as <>nsll. ' ' I1Pn senclill~ ~ilver wrap tlJe
aw.ay. Then ~he r~bbit gives one jump and lands,
C' o i11 ill a Reparatc piece of paper to avoid cutting the
goml? fast, r ight m the path, and the train and
·
Ad
plainly.
address
and
name
your
\\'rite
e111·plo 1w .
rabb~t are off at an even start for a race. The
cl r<'" tel ters to
rabbit may run out of wind and quit to take a
N. Hastings ·wotlf, Pres. } FRANK TOUSEY,
r~.st, b1;Jt he never lets .that train get up even
Publisher, ,
E. Byrne, Trcns.
"1th hm~. Any one with real sporting blood
168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
Chnrlcs E. 1'ylnnder, Sec
should nde the cowcatcher s of the fast trains
early in the morning or evening and see those
races: Only the engineer and fireman and an
ITEMS OF INTEREST
occasional bum ever get to see the real sport.
TROOPS ON MEXICAN BORDER
There are 22,807 officers and enlisted men of
the U. S. Army on duty in the Mexican border
LAUGH S
districts, distributed , 5,755 in Arizona, 1,511 at
. Mam~a-Ed{th, can you tell me what "faith"
Ragle Pass, !)03 at Laredo, 8,162 at El Paso,
2,554 at Brownsville , 1,671 at Big Bend and 2,251 Js? Echth (age~! six)-Oh, yes; it's believing
at two posts in California and other stations. what you know isn't the truth.
Camp Travis; T exas, the permanent station of
Husband-E verything in this house is out of
the 2d Division, although comparativ ely near the
internation al boundary, is not considered a bor- place. Be.en haying an earthquake ? Wife-I've
der station. Cavalry troops, of course, predomi- been puttmg thmgs in order.
nate on the border, and with infantry troops
compose approximat ely two-thirds of the forces.
"If madame will. pardon me, this suit does not
The Quarterma ster Corps has nearly 2,000 offi- m~tc!1 her c?mplex10n a s well as the other." "The
cers and men and the Field Artillery upwards suit 1s all nght. I want it to match a bull pup .."
of 1,200.
A little girl went with her aunt to see a brandn e>y baby, and when she came home she exFARMER FIGHTS OFF BULL
elmm~cl: "Oh, mamma, the baby cried until it
Ev gouging his fingers deep into a bull's eyes bent its face all over!"
he
as
him
gore
to
sought
as the animal repeatedly
lay prostrate on the ground, Ho\\·ard Richardson ,
Pittsburg l\fan-\\"ha t would you folks do if
thirty-two, who lives with his wife on a farm east a mob of noters should come charging down
anithe
off
staving
in
of Victor, N. Y., succeeded
Broadway? New Yorker (busily)-S tart a pomal's attacks this afternoon until his brother-in- liceman to shooting at a dog.
killed
and
rifle
a
law, Charles Lovejoy, obtained
the animal.
"Why, is it,'' queried the fair widow "that they
The bull was the property of Herman Steffen- always say a man 'pines' for a woma~ ?" "I supbroke
hagen. The bull and some other cattle
P?Se,''. growled the fussy bachelor, "it's because
Richardson pme JS about the softest wood there is."
into one of Richardson 's fields.
started to drive them out when the bull charged,
throwing him to the ground and stamping upon
"I suppose you wouldn't believe " said the
him. Richardson was badly lacerated but is ex- manager, " that it cost me $25,000 tq raise the
pt>ctecl to recover.
~urtain on this show?" "I do,'' repliecf the critic.
'I'm surprised that they let you do it even for
price."
that
SKIDS
THE RABBIT
There are a lot of fellows with high-speed motor
He-Do you still fee l angry with me? She-I
cars who have undertaken the little job of run- despise you! I abhor you! I hate you ! Hening down a jackrabbit. They have been success- Then perhaps you'd better break your engageful only when they got to crowding the rabbit ment to accompany me to the opera. She-Oh, I
too close and he dodged . back and got caught don't hate you so much as that.
under the wheels. Ordinarily the rabbit can make
t he dodge back and be a mile away and just
"If you are looking for bargains,'' said the
loping along by the time the car is turned
"I can suit you. I can offer you S'ome
broker,
it
when
r
dodge
a
quite
is
a r ound. The rabbit
"But why a Te they
comes to getting away. He seems to skid hi s stock s at ten cents a share."
shopper. "You see,
wheels and then put on a sort of sicleslip. Motor so cheap?" demanded the lady
by water."
car drivers have ofte n actually run down coyotes they have been slightly damaged
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INTERESTING

NEWS

MOTH LIKE A BIG BIRD
To gain ~ome idea of the sple~dor of ~ome of
the world's moths and butterflies, one should
glance over nearly complete collections of them
from the tropics, to be found in the United
States National Museum. There is a superb series
that comes from Africa, wherein the "tails" to
the hinder pair of wings are more than eight
inches in length. Then we have the gorgeous
Atlas moth of the East Indies that measures a
foot across from tip to tip of its upper wings
RESCUES WOMAN IN RAPIDS
Miss Matilda Schoenert, of Philadelphia, was
rescued from the whirlpool rnpids at Niagara
Falls by Gordon W. Dnun, of Montreal, who was
severely cut. in the -rescue. They. were among the
passengers on a Gorge route trolley that was
blocked ·at the edge of the whirlpool rapids by a
fallen rock. The passengers got out of the car
and were walking on the brink of the river. The
girl fell over the slight embankment some fifteen
feet into the river, but caught and clung to a
rock.
Dunn saw he-r danger and vaulted the embankment. He landed on a slight beach of rocks
and cut himself severely on hands ana head.
Getting to his feet he seized the girl. Help was
quickly at hand and the pair were taken back to
Niagara Falls. The girl is still suffering from
shock.

ARTICLES

to the farmer's grain, says the Popular Science
M~fu~
•
The insect is provided with a long, slender
proboscis, or snout, -at the extremity of which is
a peculiar hook-like appendage. In the late summer, while the nut is still green and tender the
mother we.evil goes in search of a place to lay her
egg. Instmct bas taught the mother weevil that
no b~tt~r place could be found for her egg than
the ms1de of a hazelnut, for there lies safety
for her egg .and ~ood for her offspring. So the
mother weevil begms to peck away with her queer
looking snout, and in due time she has made a
tiny tunnel to the centre of the nut. Then she
lays an egg, poking it well down into the tunnel
with her snout.
In a sh?rt time nat1;1re. closes the opening and
the. egg h~s safely w1thm, finally hatching into
a little white grub. The grub finds food aplenty
and grows fat and rotund.
When the food is all gone and he is full grown
the baby weevil gnaws his way out of the hazel~
nut that ha~ sh~ltered him and is ready for the
second s~ep m ~is development, that all-important
step wh1.ch "':III transfonn him into a weevil
exactly hke hi s mother.

T?.

"THE WAY
B.E~.OME__.A MOVING PICTURE ACTRESS is m Movmg Picture Stories "
No. 326. Get a copy. Price 7 cents; postage fre~
HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23rd St., N. Y. .

WHAT MAKES '.A.. COLD GLASS CRACK IF
"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
WE PUT HOT WATER INTO IT?
,
Hot water ·wi.ll not always cause a cold glass SEMI-MONTHLY
10 CENTS A COPY
to crack. but is very apt to, especially a thick ,
LATEST ISSUES _
glass. The very thin glass will not cracK. The· 60 CAUGHT WITH THE EVIDENCE b Eth
mon.
• Y
el Rosetest tubes used by chemists are made of very
A LITTLE GOLD -SPIDER b C I
thin glass and will not crack when hot liquids are 61
62 THE VELVET TOUCH b 'J ) 1 ec l Burleigh.
63 THE CLUE OF THE R Erf Ll'MP!I J!arCrhow.l
poured into them.
Oursler.
·
· ·'
ar es FutWhen a glass cracks1 after you have poured a
OF SOLOMON SNARE by WllU
hot quid into it, it does so because as soon as 64 THE SCHEME
HamlltQ1,! Osborne.
•
the hot liquid is put in the particles of glass · 65 QUICKER THAN 'l'HE EYE. by Ralph Cum · am
which form the inside of the glass become heated 66 THE CLUE IN THE DARK ROOM by rrm 1':'1S.
Craigle.
•
nm1 ton
and expand. They begin to do this before the
67 THE '.rONGUE OF OSIRIS, by Marc Ed
d
par ticles which form the outside of the glass be- 68
D.l"TECTIVE WADE'S BIG CASE, by ~~gel JRones.
mon.
osecome heated, and in their efforts to expand the
inside particles of glass literally break away The Famous Detective Story Out T-o-day in No.
69 18
from the particles which form the outside, causTHE SPIRIT BELL
ing the crack. The same thing happens if you
By Charles Fulton O~rsler
put cold water into a hot glass, excepting in this
instance the inside particles of the glass contract FRANK TOUSEY, Pub., Hfs w. 23d St., N. Y.
before the particles which form the outside of
the glass ha"e had time to become cool and do
likewise.
'
''MOVING PICTURE STORIES"
0

A W eeklY llla&'a•lne DeYoted to Photovllu'• and Playera

HOW THE WORM GETS INTO THE NUT
Where did the worm in the hazelnut come
from? That question has puzzled many a boy.
The worm is the larva of a strange looking insect
known as the hazelnut weevil, an insect that belongs to the same family as the much dreaded
boll-weevil, which is periodically so destructive

PRICE SEVEN CENTS PER COPY.
Each number contains Four Stories of the Best Films
on the Screens-Elegant Half-tone Scenes from th
Plays-Interesting Articles About Prominent People
the Films-Doings ot Actors and Actresse[ In the
Studios and Lessons In Scenario Wrltlnit.

1:

HARRY ...E. WOLFF, Pub., 166

w.

23d st.. N. Y.
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GOOD READING
~

M~', RE TEACHERS THAN JOBS
The supply of teachers in Kansas this year will
be greater than any time since befor~ the war? it
was said re1:ently at the office of Miss Lorrame
Wooster, st ate~ supetintendent. The inquiries
coming in fmm teachers are far greater than the
inquiries corning from boards seeking teachers, it
was said.

AN EAGESR RECRUIT
An illustra tion of the a ttraction which the
Army has for ambitious young Americans of
good character is afforded by the case of Web
P atterson, whose home is at Roseclare, Ill., a s
i·ecorded in the Register-Gazette, of Rockford, III.
Patterson, who has just reached his eighteenth
year, has been waiting two years for the opportunity to enlist in the service. Being without
railroad fare he walked forty-two miles to the
11earest Army recruiting station, at Harrisburg,
Ill., where he told Lieut. Archie D. Alley, 53d
Inf., U. S. A., in charge of the office, of his dei;ire to wear the uniform. He was quickly accepted and enlisted, sent to Camp Grant and
assigned to the 3d Field Artillery. Illustrations
in the newspaper show Patterson in his ragged
clothes as he presented himself at the recruiting
()ffice and in uniform, standing at attention two
hours later. Private Patterson evidently possesses the stuff of which soldiers are made.

LIKE MERRY-GO-ROUND
In spite of the improved traffic regulations for
..,hich New York is noted and perhaps because
of the necessary delays occurring through congested streets, new methods of safety for foot
pasengers are constantly being devised. Two
methods that have been proposed are the rotary
turntable and the 111.oving underground passageway. Both have been described and illustrated
by Edwin F. Linder in Science and Invention.
The rotary turntable is a sort of underground
merry-go-round. A large circular platform rotates about a centre 1>ost, which is geared to the
driving mechanism and connected to an electric
motor.- The platform is reached from the sidewalks by stairway or moving incline. Going
down to the Jover level by one of these the
pedestrian steps aboard at once, as the edge of
the platform travels slowly, close to the corner
station. He steps off as easily as soon as the
electrically lighted sign warns him that he has
arrived at such and such avenue or street.
The other device is a moving platform under
the street, elect rically lighted and operated. 'l'his
platform would carry the people below the street
and across to another incline, opera ting upwar d
to an exit simila rly situated on the opposite side.
This type of . conveyor would serve most efficiently by the construction of eight moving endless chain platforms, placed in pairs, each working in opposite directions. The four street corners are thus connected by these sub-surface
passages and as the platforms are kept in motion
tontinually by the electric motors which drive

them there would be no delay in getting quickly
to the other side of the crossing. At the same
time the surface street would be freed for the
u se of motor cars, etc.
MICA MINING
Mica is. one of the things, like jute, for which
for certam. purposes no satisfactory substitute
bas been discovered, and alt hough it is not, like
iute, an Indian monopoly, mor e than half the
world's supply of the mineral comes from this
country. In India it is very widely distributed,
but the tracts in which it is found in plates of
sufficient size to have a marketable value are few
and strictly defined.
Mica in more recent years has been mined in
the N ell or di8tr ict of Madras, but the main deposit is in a belt about eight miles Jong and
twelve broad which lies in the nor thern art of
the Hazaribagh district and stretches
to the
adj_oining districts of. Gaya and Mongh, . The
mam centre for the mdustry is at Kod. ~rma in
the Hazaribagh district.
'
Mica does not occur in thick seams like coal
b~t in small deposits, or "books," and a mic::
mme. or quarry presents the appearance of a huge
rabbit warren, the workers burrowing from
"book" to "book" by passages that are sometimes just sufficient to admit a small boy. In
most cases very primitive methods are used
the lower levels of the mine being reached by
roughly made bamboo ladders and the excavated
material being passed hand over hand from one
coolie to another. The bailing out of water is
done , in the same way by the use of buckets.
and uuring three months in the monsoon operatlon'3 may be suspended altogether, the mica being
under water.
Mica has been extensively used in the native
a1ts of India from time immemorial. The powderecl mica hr used in calico printing and by
wash~rmen to give ~ sparkle to cloth. It is a
substitute ~or r;lass In lanterns and the material
out of which "unbreakable" lamp chimneys are
ma11ufactured. It fills the peepholes of furnaces and is used for windows in cases where
g!a,;s would break in being exposed to extremes of
heat or to concussion. It is a glazing material
fo~· pcttery, ~or pic~ure s and for the backs of
mi.rr~rs . Indian artist s have used it largely for
pamtmgs.
Mica also has a high reputation in In dian medicine. It is used as a fin ely ground powder.
either by itself or in combina tion with other
drugs ; it is said to be a tonic. I ndian m edicine
classifies nearl y all drugs and articles of diet
into t wo groups- t he "heating" a nd the "cooling"- and mica is said t o be fae most efficacious
of all the drugs in t he la t ter class. It is said
that some Indian practitioners h ave a secret
means of dissolving mica, but this is doubtful,
Such solvent would be a great discovery, for it
would mean that mica could be used for the manu•
facture of unbreakable tum~lers and decanters. 1

WEAR PLUMES
OF BIRD OF
PARADISE
New Guinea is
the home of a
large percentage
of the world's
birds of paradise,
writes Niksah.
The supply of
t h e s e beautitul
birds is fast failirg. Not only do
the women of Europe and Americ~
demand feathers
for their bonne':s,
but the natives of
New Guinea and
surrounding islands make lavish
use of the plumage as head
dresses.
In New Guinea
it is the man who
affects bird - of paradise decorations. The women,
like the female
bird of paradise,
are inconspicuous
in dull colors.
To obtain the
much prized
feathers the New
Gu in e a natives
set out for tne
knowing
f0-rest,
that the bir<l of
paradise seeks :,o
conceal his rain.bow hues in the
dense foliage of ·
the trees.
If they can find
no haunt of the
desired birds they
start calling in
excellent imitation of the shrill,
ugly cry of the
bird of paradise
to its mate. This
ruse is usually
successful, and a
bird shows itself
only to be snared
or shot down with
arrows.
In mating season the male bird
dances before the
female he desires
as a mate, to display his beautiful
feathers, and at
such a time so absorbed are the
birds in their own
affairs that large
numbers are
taken easily by
t,he wily natives.

Beautiful Sample Book of
i:nen'• fine ta.ilorfnir with

lo~:~~:::~':i~ t~~~~~fi

clothea you can wear

:nei~~e e~~:~ e!!~rna

money your heart de..
afrea.

AGENTS
WANTED

let
In

Solid Go1d

Sond Cold

Send Your Name and We'll
Send You a Lachnite

Show our new sample book. take ordllrs In
apar• time; we furni8h everythinsr free; no

experience needed; wri 'e at once. Tallortns
•s•nta be •ur• to aend too; every inan who

S~;i;~~i~:~ e~~:~yo~i7o!~~r~~f :~;~· ~'S~~~d:i;

{ff!. lio"Aad::.a big

sampl• book alid ...~

Knickerbocker Tailoring Co.

De11t 883

Cbleaso ILL

THROW YOUR VOICE
Down cellar, under the bed or an,....here. With o,..

. VENTRI L OPHO NE
whici& fit1 in the month and cannot be 1een, you can at
once perform any of the foUo"inll tricb & many more.

"Dog al back door."
••Bird under coal."

"Chcuing the Chicken."
"The Invisible Canary."

0
One boy writea:• 1 friihtened my mother by puttinll
my cap under my coat and immitatini an animal.•• Any
boy or llirl can uae it. With a little practice you can
,
play a tune without moviot your lips.

The VENTRILOPHONE, Bookll' .' "Art of

Ventriloquism:• and full directions.for IOc., .:S for 2Sc.
Bi• colored oov~er book ol Jokea
By mail pootpaid.

FREE with each order.

~

.,,.

t

vs

Universal Novelty Co., Dept. 24, Stamford, Conn.;,' -llL~VI

You Never Saw

a Bald Indian

You see a great many men-all ages ily. I was soon able to brush it-then
-who are losing their hair. Some are to comb it.
Never has my hair ceased growing
bald a lready. You see women, too,
h ealthily since the old Cherokee savant
whose hair is thin.
gave me that ointment. I am 66 years
But you never saw a bald Indian.
old and go to the barber's for a.. hair
Let me tell you why.
month.
l cut each the
t
t b ld
1
I
V"l
Indian wizard I obtained
From
a ' my rave s
was a mos
' V ien
•
brought me in contact with an old
medicine man of the Cherokee tribe in the recipe for this cosmetic and "had it
so
chemist
expert
an
by
modernized
the Indian Territory.
that a druggist can supply it.
If you have dandruff, or if your hair
This venerable sage, highly respected
among the Cherokees for his mysteri- is becoming thin, or is falling out, or if
ous knowledge, told me that h e could you are bald, you had better try this
put something upon my scalp to make wonderful ointment and I shall be
pleased to mail you the recipe free of
the hair grow.
Although lacki ng in faith, I per- cost if you write to me. T eU this to
mitted him to make the test. He rubbed your friend s-men and women. My ada litt le ointment frorn a stone jar upon ciress is: John Hart Brittain, BD-103,
my head. He gave me some of this pe- 150 East Thirty-second St., New York
culiar pomade and told me to put some City. If you would like a proof box of
the ointment, enclose 10 cents, silver or
on, twice daily.
To my extreme pleasure, a light stamps.
Now you understand why you see n o
down soon appeared upon the bald part
and this developed gradually into a bald Indians. They know what to do t o
growth of hair. The hair grew stead- keep a good hair growth.

GOVERNMENT
~YEGGS"

Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 118 Easf 28th Street, New York City,
or 8 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine.
"'MISCELLANEO US-Continued
AIDS TO EFFICIENCY
Machine, $3. $5 and $1. Cata-

. WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG . We revise poems,
write music and guaramce to secure publication. Sub~
mit poems on any subject. Broadway Studios, 165C,

ELECTRICAL Tattoolni
logue for stamp. J. H. Temke, lOi!Q Vine, K, Cln·
clnnati, 0.

AGENTS

WRITE Lilllan Sproul, Station H, Cleveland, O., 1f
you wish a i:>retb' and wealthy wifo. Enclose stamped
en\•elope,
BUS IN ESS MAN, 42 (bachelor) French, desires corrcs1>ondenco with professlona• or business woman.
object marriage, Write Lyte. care ot Scott & Scott,
i2o W. 42<1 St.., New York.
SINCERE LADIES and GENTLEMEN who wish to
marry. Confidential and sat.istact.ion. Box 73, Arcade
Station. Los Angelos, CaUt.

Fitzi;:cral<l llul k1i ng. :-O: ew York.

I

AGENTS WANTED AT ONCE for Mitchell's ll!ag!o
Mar\·ei \Vashing Compound. 300 % profit. Enormous
TE\I>Ca ter. \Vas hes clothes spotlessly clean in ten to
One thousand o?her uses in every
fl!t<>cn minutes.
Noil1ing
home. Astounds and delights every woma.n.
olse like it. Nature's mightiest cleanser. Contains no
lye, lime acid or wax. }'rce samplea furnished to boost
sa.l(>s. \Ve pasit1vely guarantee tho sale or every pack·
age. Excluslvo territory, OWN YOl.'.B. O'V.N' BUSI·
NESS. You cannot ra1.1. tcr make big money. Baker.
Ohio, made $600 last month. Send for rree sample
L.
llurry, hustle, grab this chance.
and proof.
ll!ltchell & Co .. Desk 331, 1308-1314 E. Gist. Chicago.
sparo
your
fo
MONEY
EARN
TO
WANT
YOU
D-0
lime? \Ve ha\·e a wonderful offer to make ambitious
men and women. No pre\1 ious experience necessary.
No money required. \\'rit e today for plans. A.merl·
can Products Co., 2368 American Bldg., Clnclnnatt, O.
PHO TO PILLOW TOP S. Portrnits, Frames. Sheet
Picture;;., Meda llions, Patriot!c Pictures and Portraits,
\Va r Books. Prompt shipment; samples and cat. free
to agents. 30 days crcdlt. Jas. C. Bailey Co., Desk
Jl , ('htcago, Illinois.
~00

ART AND . DEN PICTURES

10 HANO colored I>retty women and bat.hers 25 cents.
Durso. Dept. 39. 25 ~[ulberry, ~. Y . City.
CLA SSY girl pictures-:! beau Hes 25 .Cts.; sixteen $1;

refunded 1r di,.,atlsfiecl. Rose leaf, St. Louis. Mo.
Kind
REAL SNAPPY PHOTOS-French Gir l Poses.
thao pleases. Order those-you' ll want more. Sample 25 cents. Dozen $2.50. two dozen $4.00. Catalogu'3
Iowa.
Cit.y,
Barnes
Company.
Free. Tinmilton's

EXCHANGE

PHONO GRAP H R~COROS and Player Piano R olls exchanged. Trade old tor new. \\' rite us. Fuller,

~1 ichl1n.

IF

YOU

RRn sa~ .

to se ll or exchange your property,
John J. Black, 173<1 St. , Chippewa Fs.lls,

WANT

writ.o me.

Wis.

FOR SALE

RABBIT , FOX, Coon, S kunl{, Dogs, Setters, Pointers.

Opossum dogs.
York. Pa.

Circulars, 10 cents. Brown's Kennels,

PERSONAL

M~o~~.l ~~nEfndeD ~~c;i;~:t~ 4J:1~a~::;r~1~.nsM~d
LONELY MAIDEN, 26, would marry, Write for picture. Box 150K. Syracuse. N. Y.
MARRY. Successful "Home Maker." Hundreds rich.

fre~~ntlTd~g-tt;~cc:s~i~P ~1ub~a~~x e~Y6~ 8~~la~~~c~~~:ons
1

0

MARRY RICH. hundred.; anxious, descriptive Ust tree,
satisfaction guaranteed. Select Club. Dept. A, napid
Cits. &>. Dak.
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. EiYPtlan
secrets. Black arti, other rare books. Cataloa: free.
Star Book Co., RK-E20. Camden, N. J.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG . We revise poems,
write music and 1Uarantee to secu re publication. Submit poems on nny aubfoct. Broadway Studios, 165C.
,
Fitzgerald Building, New York .
congenial people, worth from
~'hou s ands
MARRY :
$1,000 to $50,000 seokln1 early marriage. description,
photos, 1ntroductloo9 fr ee. Sealed. Either sex. Send
no money. Address Standard Cor. Club. Grayslake, 111.
GET MARRIED-Bes t Matrimonial paper published.
Ma!led FREE. American Dtstrlbutor, Sult• 211,
Blairsville. Penna.
MARRY-FREE PHOTOS beautiful ladles; descriptions
and directory; pay when married. New Plan Co.,
Dent. 245, Kansas City, iro.
MARRY, mauy rich. ParUculara tor stamp. Mrs. Mor,..
r!son, 3053 W. Holden St., Seattle, Wash.
MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY with photos and
descrlpUorfs free. Pay when married. The Exchanee.
•
Dept. 545. Kan sas City, Mo.

SCIENTIFIC

CRYSTAL GAZING -II01v to develot> eftlc!ency. Send
Birthday readings.
stamo tor free instructions.
Strong nnd weak points. Rea.1th, Business, Marriage
and other valuable hints. Twenty-tlve cents. "Zancia-,,.
Asbury Park. N. J.
HELP W ANTED
YOUR LIFE STORY In the stars. Send birth date and
DET EC TIVES E~RN BIG MONEY. Creat demand for
dime for trial read ing. Sherman. Rapid Cit.y, S. Dak.
men and women. Fascinating work. Particulars free.
ilven with Key to Health.
\Vrlte, American Dotectivo System, 1968 Broadway, ASTROLOGICAL READINO $1.
Joseph L . Devere. 123
10 cts. blrtbdate. worth
"New York.
Chien.go.
Street.
Madison
\Vest
mall
time;
MANAGERS WAN TED. Either Sex. Spnre
' S STORY. Send
LIFE
or lo ca l. In structions 50 cents. )foney Qark it dis- ASTROLOGY-STARS TELLtrial reading,
Eddy, 4307
hlrthdat.e and dhro for
Bntisfied. 1\at.iona l Trading Sen·icc, Hit 167 Betel Ave.•
'i3.
Apartment
Mo.
Ch.y,
Kansas
Jefferson,
Y.
N.
nrooklyn,
LADIES WANTED, and MEN, too, to address envelSONGWRITERS
opes and rn~ll advert1slni; matter ab home for lc.rgo
A SONO POEM-Cove, Mother, Home, Comlo
mail order firms, spare or whole time. Can mnko WRITE
or any subject. I comoosG music and guarantee
$10 to $35 wkly. 1\o capital or experience r equired.
words today, Edward Trent. 686
publlcatlon. Send
Book explains everythtnl'.{; send 10 cts. to col'er vostage, Reaper
Block, Chicago.
etc. \Vnrd Pub. Co .. Tilton . N. H .
WOR'DS FOR A SONG. We writ• music,
THE
WRITE
women
and
men
!or
Opportunity
SE A DETECTIVE.
guara.nt('e publisher's accepta uco. Submit poems on
10
19ve or a.ny subject. Chester lfusic Co.. 920
4' I.t[3~vl~~c5~\ i{\:;::~;:: R1J~ yKu:n~al:ti~~Y. i}'~~te C. T. patriotism,
So. Michigan Ave., Suite 249, Chicago, IU.
RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn from $110 to WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. \\'e revise poems,
$200 per month and expenses. Travel it desired. Unwrite music a.nd guarantee to secure. publication. Sub·
lim ited advancement. No age limit. We train you. mlt Jl(}Oms on any &ubject. Broadway Studios. 165C.
Positions furnished under guarantee. Write for Booklet J<'ltzgernkl Building. New York.
CM 101, Standard Business Training Institute. Btllfalo,
YOU WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG, we'll comN. Y.
pose tho melody tree and publish the song complete.
DETECTIVES earn big money. Tral'el and eood op- The Lenox Company. 125th. St. and 8th Ave .• Bishop
1
American
rite
'
"
how.
you
)lortunitles. " 0 show
New York.
Bldg.,
S chool of Criminology, Dept. M:. Dt>trolt. Mich.
HAVE YOU SONO POEMS? l have best proposition.
·•'
MISCELLANEO US
Ra.y Hlbbeler, Dl04, 4040 Dickens Ave. , Chicago.
go wrong carry a
BE LUCKY. If everything seems toAlso,
do you know
STAMMERING
Lucky Glass and be suCC'essful.
where there ls money hidden or burled and cau' t get ST-STU-T-T-TERING and stammering cured at h ome.
it? Write R esearch. School. r. . ake Geneva. Fla.
\Valter McDonnell. 15
Instructlvo booklet free.
MAIDEN ' S PRAYER; INTER ~S TING VIEWS , Post· Potomac Bank BJ<lg .. ·washfnttton. D. C.
cards; ten, 15 cents; twenty, 25 cents; c.atalogue in••
TOBACCO HABIT
cluded. Stewart Company, Providence, R. I.
$1 U
Snurr Habit cured or no pay.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. \\'o revise poems, TOBACCO Ror
PC.
Co.,
Superba
trial.
on
sent
emedy
cured.
write music and guarantee to secure publlcation. Sub·
Ral Umore. Md.
~,\\g~~=~s :~fld~~~. sK~{!c~ :roadway Studlos, ~1 16:SC, TOBACCO KILLS MANLY VIGOR. Quit habit eas!ly.
Any form, chewing. smoking: o~ -":"urt, cured or no
BOYS, (fet this: Our latest cataloi of n ew novelties
now printing. Send 10 cents for your copy. Empire charge. It cured. $1. Stops crav .g, harmless. Full
-Sl l'IasUniS, Nebr,
remed¥ un trial. Perkins Co.,
,....- .... 1. Co,, 24' Norria Ave •• Pawtucket, l\, L
pacl\a~es ye t otrered. Square
o! stamped satin free with every packaeo. 15 cts.
Silk Manufacturers Ai:oncy, Portland. Mc.

SILi< REMNANTS. Largest

..

01

TEST BANK
VAULTS
Government experts are emulating the "Jimmy
of
Valentines"
the underworld at
the Bureau of
Standards in their
effort to de :i le·
upon the type cf
vi•uli to be selected for Federal
Reserve B o a r d
deposits. A number of vaults,
embodying t h e
latest anti-burglar ideas, have
been completed,
t•nd tests are now
under way to determine if thf'v
are sufficiently
"proof" to be intrusted with the.
millions of dollars which the
board distributes
among members
of the Reserve
System.
1 h e specimen
vaults are of concrete, reinforced
with various maguaranterials
teed to discourage
tLe most patient
drill pusher. In
some of them
sheets of casehardened s t e c 1
have been inserted between layers of concrete,
while iron rail~,
arranged in tier~,
~ave been place:!
m .others_ A
quantity of har:l
glass is to be
t e s t e d ' in one
vault, the opinion
having been expressed that this
material will dull
the sharresr drill,
while fusing before an oxycetylene torch.
Dynamite an d
the more strenuous "soups" will
be used by the
Government experts, as well as
every mechanical
method yet put
forward by th•
·masked ~ult.

-

WS WONDERFULPICTURE OF
CHRIST
On a Sunday
in
m o rnin g
MADE TO
J(arch, 191?,
MEASURE
while he was m
the County J ail
OellmJ
Pnoalt
at San Bern ard j n 0 , awaiting
Charges
Extra
·No
·'
trial, Ramon G::irA book full o1
c i a, ex-convict,
cloth samples 1Q
drew upon the all the latest colors, patterns, nnd weaveitthe tlne•t qua lity that m oney ca n b uy. Every
steel wall of his garment
mad& to your measure. iiuaran t eed
box-like cell a fast color and d elive r ed tres, No 11tra chargn.
picture of Christ
on the Cross.
you ha v e a few hours s pare t ime you r own
John N. Hil- If
i;ll1t won't cost a cent. We a re payi ng good
that,
us
m en $10.00 to $50.00 a week for all or s pa re
liard tells
ime. No ex p&rien ce need ed. S end n o
"With the stub of tmoney-Just
:your na me and a d dress.
an old pencil bor- LINCOLN WOILEll MILLI CO., Dept 505, '
ClllCA9D
rowed from an
REPORTS
ACTUAL
a cc 0 mmodating
jailer~gen ius has
of Secret S.ervice
ever. made use of _ _ _ DETECT IVE
the first tool that Do yoo want te know exactly how the modern Secret Service ma,.,
and Fine-er Print Expert 11olves the mysteries of toda1? Would you
comes to han d'd.b to know the I NSIDE fact.s on REAL cases? Then write at once
nd we w ill send you. , FREE, nctual reports made for the &"rcatest
he fashioned a •Detective
Gold-plated Lanlll ere aocl
A&'enc:r In the U.S.
Chai •• paic Earb ebs, Goldi·emarkable picplatcd Ks pan1lo n Braee ld
Expert
Print
Finger
A
Be
ture.
with Im . 'ffatd 1, e uara11tt1e4
q uallt7 an d 3 Gold-plated
Thia la your opportunity. Gel
pay.
biR'
at
d
neede
experttJ
ny
Ma
"And straight- these t hrillinr,r reports, study them , and L EARN AT HOME how to
Rings ALL FREE forscllin&" oul7 15 p ieces
a aucceSll in this fasclnu.tinir profcSBioo. Repor ts and full parcerta in tnake
way
ticulars FREE. Writ.e NOW.
. . j ewelry at 10 cents each.
-. ,
events outside of UNIVERSITY of APPLIED SCIENCE, Desk 1567
~ Columbia Novelty Co.
~~ Vep4 6 6!•st lle1&0•, Ila...
the establis:Qed 1920
Chicago, Ill.
Sennyside A venue
CROWN YOUR T E ETH
order happened.
Our soUd gold shells look like rea l
Ltvers' Secrets or Wooing, \Vinning and Wedding
L j k e concentric
dentist's work, nnd gi ve you a
Thia book tells how to be1rin courting and how
Golde n S m ile . Fool your friends.
Tho wa)' tu write
to sret over hae bfulnHa,
rings upon the
Slips rigtit on over tooth. readily
lo•e letten and bo"' to win a itir'I'• favo r . The
way t o put tbeque•tion to her ft.nd how tomak•
ad·usted. removed any time, withou t
f ace of the water
younelt•rreeable . You ahou ld r ead this book
. Gunranteed to fit and please.
~oubie
whe n commlttiug matrlmouy . 26c l'o•tpaid
the fame of it
Sample, only lOc., 4 for 25c., 12 for 60c., postpaid.
11 Wa r d Pub. Co., Tilton, N. H.
D,Dept.501,NewYock, N. Y.
.,60Station
C0
NOVELTY
SHEF
:spread, crossin g
the Sierras of
the Snows, going
30 Days' Trial BE WELL AND KEEP WELL 30 Days' Trial
beyond the Rocki e s , eventua ll y
reaching the At lantic hinterland.
HELPS NATURE IN HER FIGHT AGAINST DISEASES AND PAIN
It increases blood cir culation, s t rengthens and soothes the n erves, brinJ s sleep t o t he sleepless.
.. 'The man wl10
The Vigorous Man or Woman is Leader of All- Don't be a Dead One a.t 60
had pencilled t lie
picture on the
You cannot realize the benefits derived
from th is m achine excevt you try it. One
steel wall h ad
treatment wtll convince you ot its extraordi~ ~
nary quallUes. If you ar e suffering from
long since gon e to
r--.
' f'
paralysis, locomotor a taxia, vertigo, apop1cxy,
/1
' -Jir.•ton , but t he
neuritis, rhoumatlsm, lumbai:-o, gout, hardening of
::.
. . .,
cell he had occu~~:u~~~r1~ 18o~~~~l110 ~.1~0Jr1i5~~dsb~rrsuar~d t~,~~:
comes sucb ailments. T akes Ule place of exercise
pied in the Coun an d hand ma.nJpulaUon . Gives your muscles firm
ty J ail had beelasticity, Be neither fat nor thin.
NORMA LI ZE YOUR W E IGHT
come a veritable
Do you realize what UtJs machine means to ono
:shrine. And the
wan ting in vital streneth . or suffering from general
wea.1cness, nenous deblllty, insomnia, consllpatlon.
t C\" P of San Berheadach es or pains through the back and Hmbs t
n ardino had bct !~~~~0e ~~~ ~~·~:~ft{:.r prostaUc g land trouble~
<cme a place of
Remem ber our mach ines are n ot vibrators. but a
genuine h ealth -helving, ure-orolonging apparatus.
gr e at pilgrims electri cal m anufactu rers we bu ild hlgh- frequen•
cy machines ot
age."
,
special design,
I
E ventuall y th P.
m achine, '
ation
combin
ew
n
our
In cludi ng
:s<':11ence of t h e
' 'High-R ay, " or, In other words. " Violet
or alirect
d
from
ted
opera
ts
lch
wh
ay,"
R
· thr;ce - convk.:<'d
ternating curren t, an d two No. 6 dry cells
tn ve nted an d P atented
fe « n wa s r omfurnish t he pulsora Ung and a tomical vlbra0
by Prof . J . B. Roche.
n11:.1ed and al=·fbi1'{~ ~~ ,:'ccPc;!~tswfu~oa;;h o;~~~f~Tr~t~
Yo ur Sanitarium at Home.
machines.
tnferiot
and
cheap
tn
happens
commonly
so
ich
wh
re;irly the yocn g
Our mac hin e should be In every home. Wri t e fo r our t rial offe r and testimonia ls. It is for men and
Mexican has bewomen who want t• become h ealtlty , TI.goi'ous and eftlclcnt . Ad dress~
,;nn t o m a l; c
ROCHE ELECTRIC MACHINE CO., Department R. K., GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.

Fine

Suit

SAMPLES fREEf

Your Suit Won't Cost a Cent

FREE

m

The Roche Electric Hygienic Machine
id

1

4

_.
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THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
.,.--LATEST ISSUES - 1016 The Liberty Boys' Sag Harbor Sortie; or, Marvelous Work Witli
Col. Meigs.
101,1 The Liberty Boys and the Gipsy Spy; or, Learning the Enemy'•
Secr ets.
1018 The Liberty B oys and the "Wicked Six"; or, The Plan to Kid·
nap Washington.
1019 T~rufib erty B oys and '•Mad Mary"; or, Fighting .Among the
1020 'I'he Liberty Boys' Indian Runner ; or, Thrashing the Red
Raiders.
· 1021 The Liberty Boys tn Canvas T own; or The Worst Pince in Old
New York.
1022 Tbe Liberty Boys on the D elaware; or, Holding Fort Mifflin.
1023 The Liberty Boys in Wyoming Valley; or, Dick Sinter's :Narrowest Escape.
102! The Libert)' Boys and the Fighting Parson; or, The Brave
Rally at Rahway,
1025 'l'he Liberty Boys at Four-Hole Swamp; or. Cornered by a Regim ent.
1026 The Liberty Boys and "Lame Joe"; or, The Best Spy of the
Revo l u tton. 1027 The Liberty Boys on Pine 'l'ree Hill; or, The Charge of the
\\ bite Horse I'roop.
1028 The Liberty Boys' 'l'hreat; or. Doing as They Said.
1029 The Liberty Boys .After Delancey; or, 'l'he Boldest Sweep of .All.
1030 'l'he Liberty Boys on a Foray; or, Hot Work With tile Haider~.
For sa.le by al l newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on
receipt of price, 7 cents per copy, in inoney or po stage stamps, by
ll'RANK TOUISEY, Pub,, 168 West 23d St., Now York.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

No, 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.-A.
compl ete treatise on the· horse. Describing the most useful horses
tor business, tlle best horses for the road; also valuable redoes fo r
diseases p eculiar to the horse.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CA.,.VOES.-A hand .v boo k
for boys, containing full directions for ;onstr~ctrng canoes and the
most popular manner ot salling them. F u!ly illu strated.
No. 49, HOW TO DEBATE.-Giving rul~s for conducting- debates,
outlines for debates, questions for discussion •. and the best sources
•
for procuring Information on the questlou given.
No, 60. HOW TO STUFF BIR_DS AND :'-NlllIALS.-;-A valuable
book, giving instructions In .collectrug, prepa rrng, mounting and presen1ng birds, animals and rnsects.
No. 61. HOW TO DO TI:tICl{S WITH. CARDS.-Containing e>:·
planations of the general prrnciples of sleight-of-hand appHcabJe to
card tricks; of card tricks with ordina~y cards, and not requiring
sleight-of-hand; of tricks involving sle1::ht-of-hnnd, or_ the u se
specially prepared cards. Illustrated.
For •ale by all new1dealers, or will be sent to any addreu oa
receipt of price, lOo. per copy, or S tor 2Gc., in money or pootace
atamP•• b7
FRANK TOUSEY, Pub •• 188 West 2Sd St., New York.
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th
o. o.,
c.
A WTltten 'Guarantee "'1tb e...e17 watcbth;re1t~~i,\~2'tand
1

::~g·an~::e:eC:.Ft! 0,.~Ur.~lm&J.l::"uon <fu:.anteed.

each
the
l!"in• Gold

Filled Watch Chain, 11.00 estn.
CONSOUDATEDWATCHCO .• Dept 2l7160N.Well•llt..chlcqa

•

BIG VALUE for I0 Cts.

6 son~s words and music; 2.5 Pictures Pr~tty Glrls;40 Ways to Make

Mone)'' 1 Joke Book; 1 Book on
Love· !'Magic nook; 1 Book Letter
Writing· 1 Dream Book and Fortune Teiler· l cook Book; 1 Base
Dall Dook, iives rules for games; lf
To Maker Book; Language o
Fllwers; 1 Morse Tl:legraph .Alpha:
bet· 12 Chemical Expenments,
Magic Age Table; Great North Pol~
Ga,me· 100 Conundrums; 8 Puzzlesi

!~Ga~~;~ !,e._~e;0!~t"~i~~~dh:~~~~;eta!!.

BOIA.L SALES co., Box 20 • South Norwalk, onm.
HOW TO MAKE LOY
(NEW BOOK) Tell• how to Get
Acquainted; How to Begin Courtship
How to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo a

Widow; to win an Heiress: bow to catch

a :Rich Bachelor; how to manage your

beau to make hlmyropose:how to make
yourfelloworglr love you; what to do
before and after the wedding. Tells
other thing• necessary for LMers to
~
know, Sample COE)' hJ.: mall 10 ceatl,
J'OIAL_llOOi 4)0,, 119& 8 l!Oo ~Qrlfllk1
L. -

I·

c:-

OLD COINS WANTED

$

$2

to $500 EACH paid for Hundreds ot

Coins dated before 1895. Keep ALL old
Money. You may have <'~Ins "orth a
L arge Premium. Se:;..a lOc. for new
Illu strated Coln Value nook, size 4x6.
Get Posted at Once.
CLARKE COIN CO., Box 35, Le Roy, N. Y.

NOW, JAZZ 'EM UP, IOYS I~ A NEW AND NIFTY INYEHTIO~
I

.-a.IAf.;~~~.~~~I~

rstil. Flule-Plccalo:"iita'jid lnslanlff7°2!!c· AGENTS WANJEij
•TEWA.RT ()0., SUK: W. Utb St., N. Y. _C.

. SORENESS

HE-ALED

Sore or open legs, ulcers, enlar gwed ltvelf s,
r e or
eczema healed while you work.
free book and describe yo ur own case.
A. c. Llepc, 1451 Green Bay Av.,l\Ulwaukee, WI ..

